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Large icebergs characteristics from altimeter waveforms
analysis
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J. Tournadre1, N. Bouhier1, F. Girard-Ardhuin1, and F. Re
1

Laboratoire d’Oc!eanographie Spatiale, IFREMER, Plouzan!e, France, 2LEGOS (CNRS-CNES-IRD-UPS), Toulouse, France

Abstract Large uncertainties exist on the volume of ice transported by the Southern Ocean large icebergs, a key parameter for climate studies, because of the paucity of information, especially on iceberg
thickness. Using icebergs tracks from the National Ice Center (NIC) and Brigham Young University (BYU)
databases to select altimeter data over icebergs and a method of analysis of altimeter waveforms, a database of 5366 icebergs freeboard elevation, length, and backscatter covering the 2002–2012 period has
been created. The database is analyzed in terms of distributions of freeboard, length, and backscatter showing differences as a function of the iceberg’s quadrant of origin. The database allows to analyze the temporal evolution of icebergs and to estimate a melt rate of 35–39 m!yr21 (neglecting the ﬁrn compaction). The
total daily volume of ice, estimated by combining the NIC and altimeter sizes and the altimeter freeboards,
regularly decreases from 2.2 104km3 in 2002 to 0.9 104km3 in 2012. During this decade, the total loss of ice
("1800 km3!yr21) is twice as large as than the input ("960 km3!yr21) showing that the system is out of
equilibrium after a very large input of ice between 1997 and 2002. Breaking into small icebergs represents
80% ("1500 km3!yr21) of the total ice loss while basal melting is only 18% ("320 km3!yr21). Small icebergs
are thus the major vector of freshwater input in the Southern Ocean.

1. Introduction
Interest in icebergs has been growing in the recent years [see e.g., Smith, 2011 review] because they
account for a large fraction of the annual mass loss of the Antarctica Ice Sheet [Benn et al., 2007; Depoorter
et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2013]; they may also account for a signiﬁcant part of the freshwater ﬂux in the
Southern Ocean [Silva et al., 2006; Martin and Adcroft, 2010; Gladstone et al., 2001] and can thus impact the
deep water formation [Silva et al., 2006; Jongma et al., 2009], and because they have been shown to transport nutriment (in particular labile iron) that could have a signiﬁcant impact on ocean primary productivity
[Schodlok et al., 2006; Raiswell et al., 2008; Lancelot et al., 2009; Schwarz and Schodlok, 2009]. Large icebergs
generated by the collapse or disintegration of the Antarctica ice shelves or by calving from glaciers are
thought to transport, on average, an amount of ice comparable to the amount transported by the whole
population of smaller icebergs [Jacobs et al., 1992]. The dimensions of the large southern icebergs are regularly estimated using visible or SAR images by the National Ice Center (NIC), but very few direct measurements of iceberg freeboard and thus of iceberg volume exist. In general, the volume of ice is estimated
using proxies of the iceberg thickness such as the thickness of ice shelves and emissary glaciers [Gladstone
et al., 2001]. Thus, large uncertainties still exist on the total ice volume of icebergs as well as on the intensity
of icebergs melting [Jansen et al., 2007].
Elevation proﬁles measured by the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) instrument aboard the Ice,
Cloud, and land Elevation (ICESat) satellite have been used to study a few icebergs [Scambos et al., 2005;
Jansen et al., 2007]. But, up to now, no large database of freeboard elevation measurements exists.
Since the launch of Seasat, the potential of altimeter data to estimate iceberg’s freeboard has been explored
[McIntyre and Cudlip, 1987] and some examples of freeboard proﬁles have been published. However, the
ﬁrst generation of altimeters (Seasat, Geosat, Topex/Poseidon) used on-board trackers that frequently loose
the surface during rapid transitions of elevation resulting in a several second long loss of data, which greatly
hampered the possibility of iceberg freeboard measurement. Since the launch of Jason-1 and Envisat in
2002, the technological progress in altimetry allows to better cope with the rapid elevations changes occurring over a large iceberg or a coast [Gommenginger et al., 2011] opening a new opportunity to measuring
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icebergs freeboards on a quasiroutine basis. To create a database of
freeboards, it is necessary ﬁrst to
detect icebergs and then to estimate their characteristics from
altimeter data analysis. The tracks
of large icebergs, produced by NIC
and by the Brigham Young University (BYU) Center for Remote Sensing can be used to detect icebergs
in altimeter data by simple collocation in time and space. The collocated altimeter data can then be
analyzed in terms of iceberg
characteristics.

70 S

Section 2 describes the icebergs
databases and the altimeter data
60 S
used in the study. The method of
analysis of altimeter data over ice50° S
berg and the validation of altimeter freeboard proﬁles are
Figure 1. Icebergs locations from the BYU database for 2002–2012 period.
presented in section 3. The altimeter iceberg database is analyzed in
terms of freeboard, length, and backscatter distributions in section 4. The evolution of icebergs, the estimate of basal melt rate, the volume of ice, and the different terms (input by calving, melting, and breaking)
contributing to its evolution are presented in section 5 as well as the surface backscatter of iceberg.
°

2. Data
2.1. The NIC and BYU Database
The NIC Southern Hemisphere Iceberg database, freely available from their Web site (http://www.natice.
noaa.gov), contains the position and size (length and width) estimated by analysis of visible or SAR
images of icebergs larger than 10 nautical miles (19 km) along at least one axis. It is updated weekly.
Every iceberg is tracked, and when imagery is available, information is updated and posted. The NIC is
the only organization that names and tracks all these large Antarctic icebergs. It assigns each iceberg a
name composed of a letter indicating its point of origin and a running number. The letters used are as
follows: A—longitude 0$ –90$ W (Bellingshausen Sea, Weddell Sea); B—longitude 90$ W–180$ (Amundsen
Sea, Eastern Ross Sea); C—longitude 90$ E–180$ (Western Ross Sea, Wilkes Land); D—longitude 0$ –90$ E
(Amery Ice Shelf, Eastern Weddell Sea). Chris Readinger (personal communication) provided us with a
copy of the iceberg tables from 2002 to 2010 (with few data in 2009) and from September 2013 to
April 2014.
The BYU Center for Remote Sensing maintains an Antarctic Iceberg Tracking Database (http://www.scp.
byu.edu/data/iceberg/database1.html) for icebergs larger than 6 km in length [Stuart and Long, 2011].
Using six different satellite scatterometer instruments, they produced an iceberg tracking database that
includes icebergs identiﬁed in enhanced resolution scatterometer backscatter images during July–September 1978 (from Seasat), July 1996 to June 1997 (from NSCAT), and 1992–2001 (from ERS-1/2). The
initial position for each iceberg is located based on a position reported by NIC or by the sighting of a
moving iceberg in a time series of scatterometer images. The iceberg name is the NIC one except for
those detected in scatterometer data only that are named UK (for ‘‘unknown’’). Figure 1 presents all the
iceberg locations between 1 January 2002 and 31 December 2012 used in this study. The BYU database
contains all NIC icebergs plus additional icebergs detected in the scatterometer images. For the 2002–
2012 period considered in this study, among the 309 icebergs, 113 icebergs are common to NIC and
BYU databases, and 196 are ‘‘unknown.’’ Supporting information Figures S1–S3 present of all the icebergs detected during the period.
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2.2. The Altimeter Waveforms Data
An altimeter is a nadir looking radar that emits short pulses that are backscattered by the surface. The altimeter measures the backscattered power as a function of time to construct the echo waveform from which
the geophysical parameters are estimated [Chelton et al., 2001]. Surface height is the difference between
the satellite’s position on orbit with respect to an arbitrary reference surface (the Earth’s center or a reference ellipsoid) and the satellite-to-surface range (calculated by measuring the time taken by the signal to
make the round trip). Besides surface height, by looking at the return signal’s amplitude and waveform, we
can also measure wave height and wind speed over the oceans, and more generally, backscatter coefﬁcient
and surface roughness for most surfaces off which the signal is reﬂected [Brown, 1977; Chelton et al., 2001].
The major stages in the acquisition and tracking of the waveforms are as follows. In order to keep the waveforms well centered in range and power in the analysis window and to better adjust these parameters for
the echoes to come, the on-board altimeter calculator processes a few radar echoes that the receiver just
recorded. It anticipates the settings for the forthcoming echo from a treatment of a number of those past
echoes. When this fast on-board tracking function is not able to adjust these parameters under critical conditions, such as a transition from sea to iceberg, the altimeter loses lock. After a tracker loss, the altimeter
switches to an acquisition phase, searching for the signal, locking onto it, and stabilizing the tracking loops.
This acquisition sequence lasts from some tenths of second to 3 s (for Envisat) and there is no data during
this, until the tracking is properly reinitialized.
Three altimeters have been used in this study, i.e., Envisat (15 April 2002 to 30 March 2012), Jason-1 (1 January 2002 to 31 December 2012), Jason-2 (26 August 2008 to 31 December 2012). Detailed descriptions of
the sensors and missions are given in Resti et al. [1999], M!enard and Fu [2001], and Lambin et al. [2010],
respectively, and Table 1 summarizes their main technical and orbital characteristics. Others altimeters such
as Altika or Cryosat could also be used in the future to enrich the database. The Sensor Geophysical Data
Records containing the 20 Hz echo waveforms necessary to the study were provided by AVISO for Jason-1
and Jason-2 and by the European Space Agency for Envisat.

3. Method
3.1. Echo Waveforms Simulation Over a Large Iceberg and Detection Method
Using the analytical waveform model of Tournadre et al. [2011], Jason-2 waveforms over a rectangular iceberg of 30 3 20 km2 and 28 m freeboard have been computed. The sea backscatter was set to 10 dB and
the ice backscatter to 18 dB, a random noise of 1 dB was added to both backscatters. Two simulations were
conducted. First, the waveforms were computed assuming that the altimeter tracker perfectly follows the
surface (see Figure 2a), i.e., that the surface always corresponds to the altimeter nominal track point (0). The
waveforms are computed only within the altimeter nominal analysis window (bins 232 to 72 for Jason-2,
each bin has a length equal to the altimeter pulse length or 0.47 m). As the altimeter approaches the iceberg, backscatter from its surface appears in the plateau region part of the waveform, i.e., at far range, and
grows in intensity while moving toward and pass the nominal track point until the tracker jumps to the iceberg surface. A symmetrical behavior occurs when the altimeter leaves the iceberg.
The second simulation assumes that the tracker is locked on the zero altitude (mean sea surface) and that
the analysis window is large enough to capture the echo from the iceberg (here from bin 270 to 104). This
simulation enables computing the complete echo waveforms from the iceberg (Figure 2b). For comparison,
the waveforms of the ﬁrst simulation are remapped using the tracker position, i.e., each waveform is simply
translated of the number of telemetry bins corresponding to the tracker position (Figure 2c). This remapping also allows a better and direct visualization of the iceberg signature. The comparison of the simulations

Table 1. Main Characteristics of the Radar Altimeters Used to Build the Database
Altimeter
Jason1
Envisat
Jason2

TOURNADRE ET AL.

Time
Period

Altitude
(km)

Inclination

Frequency
(GHz)

Numbers
of Bins

Track
point

bin
Width (ns)

Tracker

2002–2012
2002–2012
2008-

1334
784
1334

66$
98$
66$

Ku-13.6
Ku-13.575
Ku-13.5

104
128
104

32.5
43
32.5

3.125
3.125
3.125

Split Gate Tracker
Model-free tracker
Median/DEM
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Figure 2. Simulated Jason-2 altimeter waveforms over a 30 3 20 km2 and 28 m freeboard rectangular iceberg, for a tracker following the
surface and a limited analysis window (a), and for a tracker locked at 0 (sea surface) and an extended analysis window (b). Waveforms of
Figure 2a remapped using the tracker position (c). The red line in Figure 2a is the tracker position in telemetry bins and the white lines in
Figures 2b and 2c represent the tracker position and the detected surface using iceT retracking, respectively.

shows that the only notable differences are near the iceberg edges where the nominal limited analysis window results in the loss of a small part of the waveforms.
When the tracker perfectly follows the surface, its position is a direct measurement of the freeboard proﬁle.
However, the analysis of real data shows that it is rarely the case and that it is in general necessary to retrack
the waveform by ﬁtting an analytical model to obtain a precise height estimate. Over ice the best retracking
algorithm is the ICE-2 retracker [Legr!esy, 1995], which is used in parallel to the classical ocean Brown model
to process all the Jason-2 and Envisat data but not yet the Jason-1 data. As the precision of elevation
required to study icebergs does not need to reach the centimeter level as for ocean studies, a simpliﬁed
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Figure 3. MODIS image of iceberg A43A on 2 October 2003 13:20 UT and ENVISAT RA2 ground track (ﬁne black line) and freeboard proﬁle
(green line) on 1 October 2003 12:35 UT. The two red lines indicate the width of the altimeter swath and the magenta star the location of
the iceberg in the BYU database.

algorithm based on ICE2 (hereafter called iceT) has been developed to detect the iceberg surface. It is based
on the detection for each waveform of the ﬁrst occurrence (bin) of a power gradient larger than a given
threshold. By design, the precision of iceT cannot be better than 1 telemetry bin, i.e., 0.47 m. The elevation
estimated by this algorithm for the ﬁrst simulation and presented in Figure 2c gives very good results at
one bin precision.
3.2. Example of Waveforms Over an Iceberg
Figures 3 and 4 present one example of altimeter data over iceberg A43a. On 2 October 2003 Envisat ﬂew
over iceberg A43a (Cycle 20 pass 476 descending pass) in the Weddell Sea (Figure 3). The waveforms corresponding to this pass, and the remapped waveforms using the tracker position are presented in Figures 4a
and 4b respectively. As the altimeter approaches the iceberg from the north near 5.65$ S, the tracker starts to
move up mitigating the sea and iceberg surface elevations. As the tracker is not locked on the iceberg surface,
the strong echo from the iceberg starts to appear in the ﬁrst gate of the waveforms then moves toward the
nominal track point (0) while the echo from the sea surface moves away from zero. Moving further, the tracker
‘‘overshoots’’ and continues to move up for a few tenth of seconds before locking on the surface. A symmetrical behavior occurs when the altimeter leaves the iceberg. The tracker starts to mitigate the iceberg and sea
surface, and then slightly overshoots downward before relocking on the sea surface. In this particular case, it is
worth noting that the altimeter ground track is almost perpendicular to the iceberg edge to the north, which
gives a sharp elevation transition, while the track intersects the southern edge at a slanted angle resulting in a
much longer transition during which the altimeter footprint contains both ocean and iceberg.
The comparison of the ocean, ICE2, and iceT retracker presented in Figure 4c shows a very good agreement
over the iceberg. The difference is about 1 telemetry bin (0.47 m) over the core of the iceberg. The notable
differences occur near the edges where ICE2, because of its design, detects the strong sea ice echo instead
of the weaker iceberg’s one. In this particular case, the classical ocean retracker gives similar results as the
iceT one. The MODIS brightness proﬁle along the Envisat ground track shows that the length of iceberg estimated from the altimeter elevation proﬁle is equivalent to the one from MODIS data. The 1–2 km translation
between the proﬁles is within the uncertainties of localization of the MODIS image and the altimeter data.
The backscatter proﬁle (Figure 4d) also clearly shows the sea ice/water—iceberg transition with a variation
of more than 5 dB. The shaded zone in the ﬁgure corresponds to the section of the track where only the iceberg contributes to backscatter.
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Figure 4. Altimeter waveform for the Envisat pass of Figure 3. The red line indicates the tracker position (a). Retracked waveforms using
the tracker position, the red stars represent the iceT freeboard positions (b). Elevations from the MLE3 retracker (green line), the ICE2 retracker (black line), and iceT one (red line), and MODIS brightness (blue line)(c). Measured backscatter Figure 4d. The shaded area represents the zone over which only the iceberg surface is seen by the altimeter.

For each detected iceberg, the waveforms are analyzed and the following characteristics are estimated: the
" the maximum freeboard (hm), the backscatter proﬁle
iceberg freeboard proﬁle (h), the mean freeboard (h),
(r0), the mean backscatter (over the core of the iceberg, i.e., the shaded area of Figure 4d) ("
r 0 ), the maximum backscatter (r0m ), and the length of the iceberg (L) (for freeboards larger than 0). The backscatters
from the different altimeters have been intercalibrated using the calibration coefﬁcients of Queffeulou
[2013]. For some particular cases, e.g., when two icebergs are very close to each other, freeboard proﬁles
can be manually analyzed and corrected.
3.3. Comparison With Icesat Profiles
A direct comparison of altimeter freeboard with other sources of data is difﬁcult, ﬁrst, because of the scarcity of available data and, second, because a precise collocation in time and space of measurements from
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Figure 5. MODIS images and ICESat (a and c) or Envisat (b and d) proﬁles in March 2003 and 2004 over A38b iceberg.

different sources is hampered by the drift and rotation of icebergs. However, it is important at least for a
few cases to compare the altimeter estimates with the precise freeboard measurements provided by the
GLAS instrument on ICESat. Iceberg A38b that has been studied in detail by Scambos et al. [2005] using
GLAS/ICESat proﬁles and by Jansen et al. [2007] using models and ICESat data constitutes a very good test
case for the validation of altimeter data. Figure 5 presents MODIS images of iceberg A38b as well as collocated ICESat and Envisat ground tracks. The four tracks sample different parts of the iceberg of different
freeboards. In their 2007 study, Jansen et al. [2007] presented maps of A38b freeboard based on an initial
shape estimated from Ice shelf elevation data and a melting model calibrated using the ICESat proﬁles of
Figure 5. The maps for March 2003 and 2004 are presented in Figure 6 as well as the ICESat and Envisat
ground tracks. These maps are used to intercompare the Envisat and ICESat freeboard proﬁles of Figure 7.
The data from Jansen et al. [2007] are interpolated along the Envisat proﬁles and are presented in the ﬁgure
(dashed lines). For March 2003, the difference between the Envisat and model proﬁles is less than 1 m and
in March 2004 it is of the order of 1.5 m. As the model was calibrated using the GLAS data, the model data
interpolated along the GLAS proﬁle are not presented. This comparison shows the very good agreement
between Envisat, the model, and GLAS.

4. The Database of Altimeter Measurements Over Large Icebergs
4.1. Global Analysis
The collocation of the NIC/BYU and altimeter databases gives more than 7000 hits among which 5366 were
exploitable and processed. All the 113 (40 A quadrant, 38 B, 29 C, 8 D) NIC icebergs of the 2002–2012 period
but 3 (from quadrant A) were sampled at least once by an altimeter, and 95 of the 196 smaller ‘‘UK’’ BYU icebergs were also sampled. The mean number of samplings for an iceberg is 43 (53 for the NIC ones) and
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Figure 6. A38b freeboard maps for March 2003 (a) and March 2004 (b) from Jansen et al. [2007]. The black lines represent the ICESat proﬁles
on 3 March 2003 (a) and 19 March 2004 (b) while the red lines represent the Envisat ones on 22 March 2003 (a) and 22 February 2004 (b).

varies from 1 to 354. The mean time between two samplings is 43 days (32 for NIC) with a minimum of 5.5
days and a maximum of 680 days. The details of the sampling of each iceberg are provided in supporting
information Table S1. The mean standard deviation of elevation for the freeboard proﬁles is 360.9 m.
The histograms of freeboard, backscatter, length, and year of measurement are presented in Figure 8 while
the mean length and freeboard are given in Table 2. The freeboard distribution is clearly multimodal with
maximums at 35, 42, and 55 m. The backscatter distribution is almost Gaussian with a mean of 13.7 dB and
a standard deviation of 3.2 dB. The iceberg length follows well a lognormal distribution of 39.5 km mean.
This value is between the mean 48 km length and the mean 21 km width of the NIC icebergs. It is of the
order of the mean square root of the NIC iceberg’s surface (31 km). The number of measurements per year
is quite constant.

45
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Figure 7. Comparison of ICESat (black and red solid lines) and Envisat (blue and
green solid lines) freeboard elevation proﬁles of A38b. The proﬁles modeled by
Jansen et al. [2007] for March 2003 and 2004 are presented as green and blue
dashed lines.
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The data have been sorted according
to the iceberg quadrant of origin, (ﬁrst
letter of the iceberg name). The number of icebergs, the number of measurements, the mean length, and
freeboard for each quadrant are also
given in Table 2. The histograms of
freeboard, backscatter, and length
computed as a function of origin presented in Figure 9 show that the iceberg populations differ sensibly for
the different sectors. Indeed, if the
backscatter distributions, which reﬂect
the electromagnetic behavior of ice,
are quite similar, the distributions of
freeboard and length differ notably.
Quadrant B, for which the largest
number of measurements is available,
has an almost Gaussian freeboard distribution and presents the largest
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Figure 8. Distributions of (a) mean freeboard, (b) mean backscatter, (c) length, and (d) year of detection.

mean freeboard (39.5 m) while the length distribution follows a lognormal distribution of 40 km mean.
Quadrant A presents bimodal freeboard and length distributions with maximums at 36 m and 55 m and
40 km and 70 km, respectively. Quadrant C has the lowest mean freeboard and length (33 m and 36 km,
respectively) of all sectors. In sector D, few measurements (241) are available and they correspond mainly to
one single iceberg (D15). The mean freeboard and length are 36 m and 72 km, respectively, but the data set
representativeness is quite low. The last group of icebergs that does not correspond to a geographic sector
but to the ‘‘unknown’’ icebergs detected by BYU using scatterometer data are characterized by the lowest
mean length (21 km) and freeboard (32 m).
Figure 10 presents the scatter plots of all freeboard, backscatter, and length measurements as well as their
mean values over a regular 150 3 150 km2 regular polar grid. The largest freeboards are observed in the
Amundsen Sea with a mean value of 40 m, along the East Antarctica coast with local maximums near the
Amery ice shelf and the Mertz Glacier and in the eastern Weddell Sea. The icebergs’ melting during their
travel to the north is clearly visible in the general decreasing trend of freeboard towards the north especially in the South Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans. The melting also partially reﬂects in an increase of surface
backscatter. It is, however, more difﬁcult to deﬁne a trend as clear as the freeboard one. The interpretation
of the variation of length is more difﬁcult as altimeters might sample only a small portion of a large iceberg.
However, the mean length ﬁeld clearly shows that the largest icebergs travel within the Antarctic coastal
current and in the Weddell Sea along the Antarctic Peninsula. The large values observed in the South Paciﬁc

Table 2. Statistical Analysis of the NIC and Altimeter Iceberg Databases
Database

National Ice Center

Quadrant
Number of icebergs
Number of data
Mean length (km)
Mean width (km)
Mean freeboard (m)

TOURNADRE ET AL.

A-B-C-D
115
10,263
47.7
21.1
-

Altimeter
A
40
2233
48.2
31.4
-

B
38
4777
52.0
19.7
-

C
29
2674
43.8
16.8
-

D
8
579
46.6
27.1
-
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A-B-C-D-Unk
207
5,346
39.5
36.6

A-B-C-D
112
4,894
41.5
37.1

A
37
1208
45.1
38.3

B
38
1986
38.8
39.3

C
29
1459
35.7
33.2

D
8
241
76.1
34.2

Unk
95
447
21.3
32.1
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Figure 9. Distributions of (a) mean freeboard, (b) Mean backscatter, and (c) length as a function of the iceberg’s quadrant of origin (ﬁrst
letter of iceberg name) and (d) number of icebergs per origin.

are associated with two large icebergs, C19a and B15j, that drifted northward and eastward within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
4.2. Analysis of Individual Icebergs
" and the
For each identiﬁed iceberg, the mean, minimum, and maximum length, the mean freeboard ðhÞ
mean backscatter ("
r 0 ) are also estimated. The characteristics of the 207 icebergs are given in supporting

Figure 10. Scatter plots of the mean freeboard (a), mean backscatter (b), length (c). Mean ﬁelds on a 150 3 150 km2 polar grid of mean
freeboard (d), mean backscatter (e), and length (f).
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Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Mean Size of the Individual Icebergs Using NIC and Altimeter Measurements
Database

National Ice Center

Quadrant of origin
Number of icebergs
Mean length (km)
Mean width (km)
Min mean freeboard (m)
Max mean freeboard (m)

A-B-C-D
115
40.5
16.3

Altimeter
A
40
43.5
18.8

B
38
42.0
15.7

C
29
41.5
15.9

D
8
41.3
22.5

A-B-C-D-Unk
307
34.9
17.9
38.0
29.3

A-B-C-D
112
44.3
18.9
39.9
29.0

A
37
46.2
18.237.1
31.9

B
38
43.4
18.8
43.3
31.2

C
29
48.7
20
41.2
30.0

D
8
39.0
20.3
35.0
26.7

Unk
95
23.2
16.6
35.5
29.7

" are given in
information Table S1. The mean values of maximum and minimum length and freeboard (h)
Table 3 as well as the corresponding values from the NIC database (for size). The distributions are presented
in Figure 11. The distributions of the maximum freeboard and length present characteristics similar to the
distributions of freeboard and length from the global data set while the distributions of minimum freeboard
and length are narrower. The mean values of the minimum and maximum freeboard of 29.3 and 38.0 m,
respectively, reﬂect both the natural variability of the icebergs’ topography and their melting during their
lifetime. The mean minimum and maximum length of 18 and 35 km results from both the randomness of
the sampling by altimeters and the shapes of the icebergs. The same analysis conducted on the NIC sizes
gives mean width and length of 16 and 36 km, respectively. The analysis of the distributions according to
the sector of origin of the icebergs (not presented here) conﬁrms the results of the global analysis, i.e., the
highest icebergs originate in sector B and the longest ones in sector D. The analysis of the ice shelves thickness using the ice thickness data from the BEDMAP program (http://www.antarctica.ac.uk//bas_research/
data/access/bedmap/, Fretwell et al. [2013]; Lythe and Vaughan [2001]) gives a mean thickness of 317, 323,
292, and 295 m for quadrants A–D, respectively, i.e., using a height to thickness ratio of 8 a mean freeboard
of 39.6, 40.3, 36.5, and 36.9 m. These values are in very good agreement with the altimeter data.
To better understand the temporal variation of the parameters, the freeboard, length, and backscatter for
each iceberg has been normalized using the maximum value, deﬁned as the median value of the ﬁve largest measurements, to avoid large outliers or potential errors, observed during the life of the iceberg.
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Figure 11. Distributions of (a) minimum freeboard, (b) maximum freeboard, (c) minimum length, and (d) maximum length of the individual icebergs.
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Figure 12. Track of C19a iceberg. The crosses indicate the location of the altimeter proﬁles.

5. Evolution of Icebergs
The database is used to analyze the icebergs’ evolution during their lifetime. The temporal evolution of
" and hm), mean and maximum backscatters (r0 and r0m ), and length of
mean and maximum freeboards (h
iceberg C19a during its 6 year travel from the Ross Sea to the South Paciﬁc Ocean (see its trajectory in Figure 12) are presented in Figure 13. The sea surface temperature (SST), the SST anomaly, and the air temperature at the position of the iceberg are also shown in the ﬁgure. The daily Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer AMSR SST ﬁelds from Remote Sensing Systems and the ECMWF ERA Interim data have been
used to estimate these parameters. Iceberg C19 is a very large iceberg that calved from the Ross Ice Shelf
on May 2002. In summer 2003 C19 moved northward very rapidly, passed Cape Adare, and broke in two
pieces: C19a and C19b. Between July 2003 and September 2005, C19a drifted slowly westward within sea
ice along the Victoria Land coast before drifting ﬁrst northward and then eastward within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Figure 12). Between 2003 and 2008, the NIC analysis of satellite images showed that its
surface area remained constant around 5100 km2 (163 km by 31 km).
During its travel in sea ice between 2003 and 2006, the C19a freeboard remained almost constant at 35 and
41 m for the mean and maximum freeboards. The freeboard standard deviation during this period was 1.9
and 2.1 m for the two estimates, respectively. These low values show that basal and surface melting and
ﬁrn densiﬁcation was limited while the iceberg is in sea ice in agreement with previous results from Scambos et al. [2005, 2008] and Jansen et al. [2007]. During this period, the backscatter variability was small and
did not appear to correlate with surface thawing associated to positive air temperature. After February
2006, as C19a moved north in open sea characterized by positive sea SST around 1$ C, it experienced strong
surface melt that reﬂected in a strong backscatter increase of almost 10 dB and a strong decrease of freeboard elevation. The surface melt was more pronounced during the summer months during which the
backscatter increased even more and could largely exceed 25 dB. This surface melt was also detected in
scatterometer data during 2008 as shown by Stuart [2012]. Between 2006 and 2009, the freeboard regularly
decreased, except in winter 2008 when it was trapped again in sea ice, while C19a traveled in open sea
with SST between 0 and 4$ C.
The NIC analysis showed that C19a was oblong and narrow with a width to length ratio of 5. The probability
of measuring its full length is thus low. The maximum length measured by the altimeter before 2008, i.e.,
during the period when the iceberg’s shape remained constant, is 142 km to be compared with 163 km
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Figure 13. Evolution of iceberg C19a. Maximum and mean freeboard (a), maximum and mean backscatter (b), length (c), Sea Surface Temperature (red line), and SST anomaly (black line) from AMSR daily ﬁelds and air temperature from ECMWF (green line) (d). The circles and
stars indicate the iceberg in sea ice and in open sea respectively. The green lines in Figure 13c represent the NIC length and width interpolated at the time of the altimeter data and the red lines the envelope of the altimeter length data.

from visible image analysis. The envelope of length data has been computed as follows: at a given time t
the upper envelope is the maximum of the lengths for times greater than t and the lower envelope is the
minimum of the lengths for times smaller than t. The envelope, presented in Figure 13c, gives an estimate
of the temporal evolution of the length and width of the iceberg. The altimeter width is in very good agreement with the NIC one except for the very last month of C19a life. As expected the altimeter underestimates
the length compared to NIC.

5.1. Melt Rate
To better analyze the iceberg temporal evolution, the difference between the freeboard and length and
their maximum values estimated using the envelope of data has been computed. Figure 14 presents the
variation of normalized freeboard (both mean and maximum) and length as a function of the cumulative
number of days of positive SST. Only the data of positive SST are shown. Although the main part of the
melting certainly occurs in depth of several hundreds of meters at the base of the icebergs [Jansen et al.,
2007; Helly et al., 2011], it is, at present, impossible to get reliable in depth temperature estimates for all icebergs. As shown in Figure 13, SST can be considered as the best available proxy indicating melting. During
its lifetime, the C19a freeboard decreased by almost 20 m. The change of freeboard results from the combination of basal and surface melting, ﬁrn densiﬁcation, and strain thinning. Based on numerical modeling
experiments of iceberg evolution (neglecting ﬁrn densiﬁcation) of Jansen et al. [2005, 2007] estimated that
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95% of the decrease of thickness was
caused by basal melting, 1% by surface melting and 4% by strain thinning. Surface melting and strain
thinning are thus neglected in our
study.

After calving, the icebergs density proﬁle is similar to that of the parent ice
(b)
shelf. During their lifetime, surface
0
melting and weathering can compact
−20
the icebergs top snow/ﬁrn layer with
−40
no change of mass resulting in a
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decrease of freeboard. The process of
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−100
although several models have been
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developed for ice sheet [Arthern et al.,
2010; Li and Zwally, 2011; Ligtenberg
Figure 14. Evolution of iceberg C19a. Maximum (circles) and mean (crosses) noret al., 2011], at present, no reliable
malized freeboard (a), normalized length (b). The lines indicate the linear regression lines of the data.
model exists for icebergs that experienced more variable oceanic and
atmospheric conditions. However, the change of freeboard induced by ﬁrn densiﬁcation can be estimated
using a simple model. Icebergs density proﬁle can be represented by an exponential proﬁle in the form
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where z is the depth, q the density, and qi the density of pure ice (915 kg!m23) [West and Demarest, 1987].
The V and R model parameters are tuned so that the depths of the 550 and 830 kg!m23 densities correspond to the mean values of the ﬁrn column on big ice shelves presented by Ligtenberg et al. [2011], i.e., 5
and 45 m respectively. The change of freeboard induced by ﬁrn densiﬁcation is estimated by simple integration of the density proﬁle and by assuming that the entire ﬁrn layer densiﬁes in the same proportion.
The decrease of freeboard is 4 and 6.6 m for a 50% and 100% densiﬁcation, respectively. These values
largely exceed the standard deviation of freeboard estimates and can represent a signiﬁcant part of the
change of freeboard. However, it is impossible to estimate reliably the ﬁrn densiﬁcation and it is neglected
in the study, which will lead to an overestimation of the iceberg melt rate.
The C19a change of freeboard is almost linear as a function of the number of positive SST days (see Figure
14a) and the linear regression of the data gives a rate of 4.6 m!yr21 for the mean freeboard and 5.75 m!yr21
for the maximum freeboard. Using the density proﬁle and a mean iceberg thickness of 320 m, the mean
density is 896 kg!m23 and thus a height to thickness ratio of 8. The melt rate of C19a, neglecting the ﬁrn
densiﬁcation, is thus 37 and 46 m!yr21. The normalized length shows also a clear trend of decrease with a
linear trend of 3.5 m!d21. However, because of the particular sampling by altimeters, the result has to be
considered with caution.
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Figure 15. Melting icebergs; Maximum (circles) and mean (crosses) normalized
freeboards for icebergs in open sea. The lines indicate the linear regression lines of
the data.
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icebergs that travel in open sea with
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39 m!yr21. The mean SST for all data is 1.1$ C. These values are of the same order of magnitude as the melt
rate presented by Neshyba and Josberger [1980] for a thermal driving of 2$ C or the values (4 m!month21)
presented by Jansen et al. [2007] for iceberg A38b using a physical model calibrated by ICESat proﬁles.

5.2. Volume of Ice
5.2.1. Estimation of the Total Volume of Ice
The NIC/BYU and altimeter database are combined to produce a new database containing the daily location, size, and freeboard elevation of all icebergs. The daily location of each iceberg is estimated from the
BYU locations. For most icebergs, BYU provides a daily position. For the few missing days, the location is
obtained by simple linear interpolation. The iceberg’s size is obtained by linear interpolation in time of the
NIC length and width when available, or else of the altimeter maximum and minimum length envelope.
The large variations of size result from iceberg breaking and are thus sporadic events. Because of the large
time lag that can exist between two NIC estimates of size, it is impossible to determine their exact time of
occurrence. The temporal linear interpolation smoothes the potential bias over the time lag between two
" For the
size estimates. The freeboard is the time interpolated altimeter estimate of the mean freeboard h.
three NIC icebergs never sampled by the altimeters, the freeboard is ﬁxed to the mean freeboard of their
quadrant of origin.
At any given day, there are 50–80 icebergs with size and freeboard data and 10–30 icebergs with no data
(see Figure 16b). These icebergs with no data are 95% of the time of the ‘‘UK’’ category, i.e., icebergs smaller
than 10–15 nm. Assuming that the iceberg’s surface follows the lognormal distribution of NIC icebergs
(l55:8 and r2 51:95;, i.e., mean of 857 km2), the icebergs whose area is smaller than 400 km2 represent
about 50% of the population but only 19% of the total surface. Icebergs smaller than 200 km2 constitute
39% of the ensemble but contribute less than 8% to the total surface. The unknown icebergs do not
account for a large volume of ice. The 30–40 icebergs larger than 400 km2 represent thus most of the surface and volume of ice ("80%). It should be noted that this argument is valid for icebergs larger than 6 km;
if all icebergs size were considered the proportion of the total volume contained by the largest icebergs
would be smaller. For example, if we assume a lognormal distribution of 0.01 km2 mean and a r2 51:95, the
proportion of volume for icebergs larger than 400 km2 is only 62%.
The merged database enables a ﬁrst-order approximation estimation of the daily volume of ice in the
Southern Ocean using the constant height to thickness ratio of 8 presented in section 5.1. The comparison
of the total daily volume of ice estimated using only the NIC size estimates and the one using only the
altimeter ones conﬁrms that the altimeters underestimate the surface of the icebergs especially for very
large icebergs (see Figure 16a) because they do not always sample their longer length. This is particularly
noticeable from 2002 to 2006 when the two largest icebergs ever recorded, B15 and C19, are present. The
addition of altimeter data, that concerns mainly the unknown category of icebergs, modiﬁes only marginally
(by 2–3%) the total volume of ice. Between 2002 and 2012, the daily volume of ice steadily decreases from
2.2 3 104 km3 to 0.9 3 104 km3 while the number of icebergs larger than 400 km2 decreases from 35 to 21.
The linear regression of volume gives a mean decrease of 1200 km3 per year between 2002 and 2012.
The uncertainties on volume estimates are quite difﬁcult to quantify because of the scarcity of validation
data. However, the freeboard uncertainty can be estimated by computing the standard deviations of freeboard measurements of individual icebergs for which the cumulative time of positive temperature is nil, i.e.,
when icebergs are most probably not melting. The mean freeboard std is 3 61.5 m or 8 64%. This small std
value for the ensemble of icebergs conﬁrms that basal melting and ﬁrn compaction are limited when icebergs are within sea ice and that they can be neglected in a ﬁrst-order approximation. The errors due to ﬁrn
compaction and to uncertainties on the freeboard to thickness ratio can be of the order of several meters
(about 4 m for a 50% densiﬁcation) as shown in section 5.1. The thickness uncertainty should thus be of the
order of 10–20%. The uncertainty on the size estimate should be of the order of 10% resulting in an uncertainty of the order of 20–30% on the volume estimate.
In 2002, the total volume of ice represents 14–15 times the total annual calving ﬂux estimated at 1321
644Gt (i.e., 1500 km3 assuming a mean iceberg density of 892 kg!m23) by Depoorter et al. [2013] who combined ice thickness measurements from altimetry and ground radar and surface velocity from SAR interferometry to calculate the mean ﬂux for the 1979–2010 period. In 2012, the total volume reduces to about 6–7
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Figure 16. Total daily volume of ice from the NIC database (blue line), the altimeter database (green line), and the merged database (red line) (a). Number of icebergs (blue line), of icebergs with no size data (green line), and of icebergs larger than 400 km2 (red line) (b). Volume of ice in open sea from the NIC database (blue line), the altimeter database (green line),
and the merged database (red line) (c).

years of calving. The very large amount of ice present in 2002 could result from the large increase in the
number of large icebergs reported by Long et al. [2002] for the 1997–2000 period and the calving of the
two largest icebergs ever recorded, B15 in 2000 and C19 in 2002 representing they alone more than
6000 km3. From 2002 to 2012, the volume of ice steadily decreases with an exception in 2005 due to the
calving of D15 iceberg. This volume variability could reﬂect the decadal variability of giant icebergs calving
reported by Jacobs et al. [1992].
The volume of ice that can signiﬁcantly melt and contributes to the freshwater ﬂux in the ocean can be estimated by considering only the icebergs present in the open ocean, characterized by positive SSTs. This volume presents a strong seasonal cycle reﬂecting the variation of sea ice extent. During summer, the volume
is of the order of 4 3 103 km3 and can reach 7 3 103 km3 in summer of 2006 (see Figure 16c). The volume
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of ice in open ocean represents between half (in 2006) and one ﬁfth (in 2003) of the total volume of ice. In
winter, many icebergs are trapped in sea ice and the volume in open sea strongly decreases. However, during some winters like 2003, 2004, 2006, or 2008, the volume of ice in open sea is still signiﬁcant and can
reach or exceed 2 3 103 km3 as in 2008 when C19a traveled in the South Paciﬁc north of 55$ S.
The geographical mean distribution of the volume of ice for the period 2002–2012 is presented in Figure
17. The ice concentrates mainly within the Antarctic coastal current and along the Antarctic Peninsula and
in the ‘‘iceberg alley’’ of the South Atlantic ocean. A small regional maximum associated with the Pine Island
glacier (100$ W, 75$ S) is clearly visible in the Amundsen Sea. The mean volume of ice is of the order of
100 km3 per grid cell of 150 3 150 km2 along the Antarctic Peninsula and Eastern Antarctica. It is of the
order of 10 km3 in the South Atlantic Ocean. During the period considered, the South Paciﬁc and Indian
oceans north of 65$ S are characterized by sporadic occurrences of large icebergs that can travel for several
years over very long distances and can locally give very high content of ice that can impact the ocean
circulation.
5.2.2. Analysis of the Volume Variations
The variations of the volume of ice result from three main causes: (i) input of new icebergs calving from
emissary glaciers and ice shelves, (ii) basal melting, and (iii) breaking into pieces too small to be detected by
NIC. To determine (i) and (iii), it is necessary to know the origin and destiny of each iceberg. The genealogical tree of all the icebergs has been created to determine if an iceberg has parents and sons. Supporting
information Figures S1–S3 present the timetable and genealogical trees of all icebergs. For example, C19 is
the parent of C19a and C19b. The input of ice (i) is simply the volume of icebergs with no parents, i.e., that
calve from ice sheet or glaciers. The basal melting (ii) is estimated as the sum of the products of iceberg surface, Si, and the daily variation of thickness, dTi
M5

N
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i51

The breaking, B, (iii) is the sum of the volume of icebergs with no sons, Bns and of small pieces that calve
from the large ones. The second term, Bs is estimated by the sum of the products of thickness, T, by the
daily variation of surface, dS
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Figure 17. Mean daily volume of ice on a 150 3 150 km2 regular polar grid for the
2002–2012 period estimated from the merged iceberg database. The color scale is
logarithmic.
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Figure 18 presents the cumulative
sums of the input of ice, the total
volume loss (M 1 B), the basal melting (M), and the breaking of icebergs (B). During the 11 year period
the input of ice is quite linear. To
take into account the errors on icebergs volume estimates, the rate of
change and its uncertainties are
estimated using a bootstrap
method. A 30% Gaussian random
noise corresponding to the estimated volume error is added before
computing the cumulative sum. The
linear ﬁt as a function of time is calculated and the process is iterated
10,000 times. The mean and std of
the rate of change of the estimates
are then computed. The input of ice
is about 960 6 72 km3!yr21. This
input corresponds to the proportion
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Figure 18. Variation of the volume of ice. Cumulative total loss of volume (blue line), input of ice (green line), volume loss by melting
(magenta line), and volume loss by breaking (red line). The dashed lines represent the linear regression of the data.

of the total calving ﬂux of the Antarctic ice shelves due to icebergs larger than 6 km in length. It represents
about 60% of the total calving ﬂux of 1331 644 Gt!yr21 ("1500 km3) estimated by Depoorter et al. [2013]
for the 1979–2012 period. The difference can result from smaller icebergs calving from the ice sheet and/or
from a decrease of calving at a decadal time scale.
During the 2002–2012 period, the strong decrease of the total volume results from a total loss of ice twice
as large as the input ("1800 640 km3!yr21). This clearly shows that the system is out of equilibrium. After a
very large input of ice in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the system slowly returns to a state where the loss
and input of ice would be in equilibrium. During this period, the large loss of ice corresponds to a strong
increase of freshwater ﬂux into the ocean that can potentially modify the Southern Ocean circulation.
Basal melting contributes to about 18% of the total loss (320 65 km3!yr21) while breaking represents 82%
at 1,500 6 40 km3!yr21. One third (430 6 15 km3!yr21) of breaking takes place in open water, i.e., characterized by positive SST. This value is close to the mean value of the total volume of ice for icebergs smaller
than 3 km ("400–500 km3!yr21) detected by altimeter [Tournadre et al., 2012].
5.3. Estimation of Iceberg Backscatter
The altimeter database also provides an opportunity for analysis of the Ku band backscatter of the ice constituting icebergs. This backscatter estimate is crucial to calibrate and validate the models used to infer the
area of small icebergs from the analysis of altimeter waveform data,
which assumes a constant backscatter of ice of 19 dB at Ku band for icebergs in open sea [Tournadre et al.,
2012]. Figure 19 presents the bidimensional histogram of backscatter
and Julian day in the year for icebergs in sea ice and in open sea. For
icebergs trapped in sea ice, the
mean backscatter is about 16 dB and
presents a small seasonal variability
("1 dB) with a maximum in February
and a minimum in August. During
winter, the variability of backscatter
increases related to the presence of
snow. For icebergs traveling in open
Figure 19. Bidimensional histogram of backscatter and Julian day in the year for (a)
sea, the mean backscatter is about
icebergs in sea ice (b) icebergs in open sea. The blue lines represent the mean back20 dB. The apparent seasonal cycle
scatter as a function of Julian day.
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("3 dB) with a maximum in summer (March–April) and a minimum in winter (August) results mainly from
the fact that the icebergs present in open sea in winter are located much further north in certainly warmer
seas and have certainly melt for a longer time than those present in summer.

6. Conclusions
Because of the scarcity of information on the icebergs freeboard and thickness, there are still large uncertainties on the volume of ice transported by the large Antarctica icebergs and thus on the freshwater ﬂux in
the Southern Ocean, key parameters for climate studies. The combined use of the large icebergs data base
from NIC and BYU and of altimeters (Jason-1, Jason-2, and Envisat) archives allows the creation of a database containing 5366 icebergs freeboards elevation proﬁles, lengths, and backscatter proﬁles covering the
2002–2012 period. All the icebergs detected by NIC during the period but three and about 50% of the
smaller ones (<16 km) detected by BYU are sampled at least once by altimeter. The mean time between
two samplings is 32 days for the NIC icebergs and 42 for the BYU ones.
Freeboard measurements have been validated by comparison of altimeter proﬁles over iceberg A38b with
maps of freeboard computed using an initial shape estimated from Ice shelf elevation data and a melting
model calibrated using the ICESat proﬁles from Jansen et al. [2007]. The difference between the ICESat and
altimeter elevation is better than 1.5 m.
The analysis of the database shows that the distributions of maximum and mean freeboards, length, and
backscatter show signiﬁcant differences as a function of the icebergs’ quadrant of origin (A—0$ –90$ W;
B—90$ W–180$ ; C—90$ E–180$ ; D—0$ –90$ E). The highest icebergs originate from sector B (39.3 m mean
freeboard) while the lowest from sector C (33.2 m). The longest come from quadrant A (45.1 km mean
length) and the shortest from sector C (35.7 km). The overall icebergs length follows well a lognormal distribution of 39.5 km mean. The icebergs detected only by BYU using scatterometer data are, as expected, signiﬁcantly smaller with a mean length of 21 km but also signiﬁcantly lower with a mean freeboard of 32 m.
The mean characteristics of icebergs as a function of their quadrant of origin could be used as input for
ocean circulation model including icebergs.
The temporal variability of length and width of icebergs is estimated by computing the envelope of all the
altimeter length and freeboard measurements. The normalized freeboard and length of each iceberg are
estimated by difference to their maximum values. Neglecting surface melting, strain thinning, and ﬁrn densiﬁcation, the melt rate, computed by linear regression of the normalized freeboards, and the cumulative
number of positive SST’s days, is about 40 m!yr21 for a mean SST around 1$ C. This value is in the same
range of values as previous melt rate published by Neshyba and Josberger [1980] and Jansen et al. [2007].
Combining the altimeter and NIC/BYU databases a daily iceberg database of location, size, and freeboard
elevation has been created. Between 50 and 95 icebergs are always present around Antarctica, among
which 10 to 30 are not sampled by altimeters. The icebergs not sampled are 95% of the time smaller icebergs only detected by BYU and they should not represent a signiﬁcant amount of ice. The iceberg volume
is estimated using the altimeter freeboards and the NIC sizes when available or the altimeter ones if not.
The total ice volume represented in 2002 14–15 times the total annual calving ﬂux estimated at
1321 6 44Gt ("1500 km3) by Depoorter et al. [2013], and decreased regularly to about 6–7 years of calving
in 2012. The very large amount of ice of 2002 could result from the large increase of the number of large
icebergs reported by Long et al. [2002] for the 1997–2000 period and the calving of the two largest icebergs
ever recorded (B15 and C19) in 2000 and 2002. It could also reﬂect the decadal variability of giant icebergs
calving reported by Jacobs et al. [1992].
The ice volume variation depends on three main causes: (i) input of new icebergs, (ii) basal melting, and (iii)
breaking into pieces too small to be detected by NIC and BYU. During the 2002–2012 period, the mean input
of ice by calving of icebergs larger than 6 km is 960 672 km3!yr21 i.e., about 60% of the total calving ﬂux of
Depoorter et al. [2013]. The mean total loss of ice is twice as large as the input at 1,800 6 40 km3!yr21. Calving
of large icebergs is in large part a stochastic process, the input of ice is therefore sporadic and large quantities
of ice can feed the system in a very short time. Melting and breaking are more regular processes with much
longer time scales than calving. Thus, after the very large input of ice in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the
system returns slowly to a more balanced state where the loss and input of ice are almost in equilibrium.
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Eventually, this condition might again be broken by some new very large inputs of ice. During the return to
equilibrium phase, the loss of ice would certainly result in an increase of the freshwater ﬂux into the Southern
Ocean through breaking into smaller icebergs and melting. This larger amount of freshwater could inhibit the
ventilation of deep waters around Antarctica, causing a warming of the deep ocean, and a cooling of the surface [Richardson et al., 2005]. It could also favor an increase in sea ice extent and thickness by cooling and
freshening the upper water layer [Jongma et al., 2009].
Basal melting represents about one ﬁfth of the total loss of ice while breaking into smaller icebergs not
detected by NIC and BYU represents 80% of the total loss. These results show that although large icebergs
carry most of the volume of ice they contribute only marginally to the freshwater ﬂux that would mainly
result from the melting of smaller icebergs that will act as a diffusive process and will transport large
amount of ice far away from the large icebergs as already shown by Tournadre et al. [2012].
Finally the database has also been used to estimate the mean backscatter of iceberg in open sea, a crucial
parameter for the detection of smaller icebergs (<2–3 km) using altimeter data [Tournadre et al., 2012]. For
icebergs in open sea, the mean backscatter is about 20 dB at Ku band.
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Abstract Basal melting of ﬂoating ice shelves and iceberg calving constitute the two almost equal paths
of freshwater ﬂux between the Antarctic ice cap and the Southern Ocean. The largest icebergs (>100 km2)
transport most of the ice volume but their basal melting is small compared to their breaking into smaller
icebergs that constitute thus the major vector of freshwater. The archives of nine altimeters have been processed to create a database of small icebergs (<8 km2) within open water containing the positions, sizes,
and volumes spanning the 1992–2014 period. The intercalibrated monthly ice volumes from the different
altimeters have been merged in a homogeneous 23 year climatology. The iceberg size distribution, covering
the 0.1–10,000 km2 range, estimated by combining small and large icebergs size measurements follows
well a power law of slope 21.52 6 0.32 close to the 23/2 laws observed and modeled for brittle fragmentation. The global volume of ice and its distribution between the ocean basins present a very strong interannual variability only partially explained by the number of large icebergs. Indeed, vast zones of the Southern
Ocean free of large icebergs are largely populated by small iceberg drifting over thousands of kilometers.
The correlation between the global small and large icebergs volumes shows that small icebergs are mainly
generated by large ones breaking. Drifting and trapping by sea ice can transport small icebergs for long
period and distances. Small icebergs act as an ice diffuse process along large icebergs trajectories while sea
ice trapping acts as a buffer delaying melting.

1. Introduction
Snow that precipitates over the Antarctic ice sheet and transforms into ice ultimately returns as freshwater
to the ocean, either along the coast as basal melting of the ﬂoating ice shelves or into the Southern Ocean
as melting of drifting icebergs. Iceberg calving has long been assumed to be the dominant cause of mass
loss for the Antarctic ice sheet. In 1992, using sparse shipborne data and satellite tracking from the U.S.
National Ice Center (NIC), Jacobs et al. [1992] estimated the calving ﬂuxes to be 2016 6 672 Gt yr21. Their
estimates, based on many assumptions about the volume, density, and lifetime of icebergs, have been
widely used in physical oceanography studies, in particular numerical ocean circulation modeling of the
Southern Ocean [Gladstone et al., 2001; Silva et al., 2006; Stammer, 2008; Lellouche et al., 2013] as well as in
studies on the impact of icebergs on transport of nutriment (labile iron) and primary production [Raiswell
et al., 2008; Lancelot et al., 2009]. In the early 2000s, the importance of melting near the calving front has
been demonstrated [Rignot and Jacobs, 2002; Joughin and Padman, 2003], but until recently, no study reliably quantiﬁed the calving ﬂux and the basal mass balance for the whole of Antarctica. Fresh water enters
the Southern Ocean following different paths: whereas basal meltwater is distributed over the upper few
hundred meters of the coastal water column, icebergs drift and melt farther away from the continent. Having good constraints on these ﬂuxes and their distribution can improve our understanding of Antarctic
deepwater formation and of the hydrography of the Southern Ocean.
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In 2013, two studies [Rignot et al., 2013; Depoorter et al., 2013] using both satellite data of calving and
grounding-line ﬂuxes and modeled ice-shelf snow accumulation rates estimated very similar basal meltwater productions of ice shelves of 1500 6 237 and 1454 6 174 Gt yr21, respectively, and calving ﬂuxes of
1265 6 141 and 1321 6 44 Gt yr21. They gave thus an estimate of the distribution of fresh water in the
Southern Ocean and its partitioning between the liquid and solid phases. Ice-shelf melting equals or
exceeds the calving ﬂux. Both studies also presented a distribution of the mean basal mass-loss rates of ice
shelves around Antarctica that can be used for example to constrain numerical model.
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Combining the NIC and Brigham Young University iceberg tracking databases and satellite altimetry data,
Tournadre et al. [2015] calculated the volume of large icebergs (>18 km in length) and estimated the distribution of the volume of ice they transport as well as their calving ﬂux during the 2002–2012 period at
960 6 72 km3 yr21. Depending on their size, and drift path, large icebergs can have extremely long lifetimes
and thus act as a buffer for the transport of freshwater into the ocean. However, although they constitute
the major part of the volume of ice, Tournadre et al. [2015] showed that their basal melting ("18%) is small
compared to their breaking into smaller icebergs that are not detected by NIC and BYU. Smaller icebergs
(<18 km) act as a diffuse process for ice transport and are a major contributor to the transport of freshwater
away from the Antarctic continent. The distributions of small icebergs and of the volume of ice they transport are thus key parameters to better understand the freshwater ﬂux in the Southern Ocean. The transfer
of ice from large to small icebergs through fragmentation, necessary for a better numerical modeling of the
freshwater ﬂux, could also be improved if the size distribution of icebergs from small ("1 km2) to large
(>1000 km2) were better estimated.
Tournadre et al. [2008] demonstrated that small icebergs (0.1–3 km in length) have a detectable signature in
open sea (free of sea ice) in the noise part of high-resolution (HR) altimeter waveforms and they estimated
a monthly small iceberg probability distribution by analyzing 1 year of Jason-1 altimeter waveforms. Tournadre et al. [2012] proposed a method to estimate, under assumptions on free-board height and ice backscatter, the iceberg area and thus the iceberg volume. Using the complete Jason-1 archive (from 2002 to 2010),
they created a small iceberg data base for the Southern Ocean which gave the ﬁrst description of small iceberg distribution in open water at unprecedented time and space resolutions. However, because of the low
inclination of the Jason-1 satellite, primarily designed for ocean studies, the iceberg distribution was limited
to the north of 668S (up to 458S), which hampers the analysis of the South Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans.
Following these studies, the ALTIBERG project was funded by the French Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
(CNES) to create a small iceberg database using the high-resolution waveforms of all past and present altimeters covering the 1992 to present period. The present paper details the database (freely available at the
CERSAT website http://cersat.ifremer.fr/data/products/catalogue, project altiberg) and presents a ﬁrst analysis of the results.
Section 2 gives a general description of the database: altimeter data used in the study, method of detection,
computation of the ice volume, and intercomparison and validation of the different altimeters estimates.
The large iceberg databases also used in the study are brieﬂy described in section 3. Section 4 presents a
uniﬁed size distribution covering the 1–10,000 km2 range. The spatiotemporal variability of the distribution
of the small iceberg volume of ice and the relations between the volume of ice transported by small and
large icebergs are analyzed in section 5.

2. The ALTIBERG Icebergs Database
Any target emerging from the sea surface has a detectable signature in the noise part (i.e., the portion of the
echo waveform above the sea surface) of high-resolution satellite altimeter waveforms if its backscatter is large
enough to come out of the thermal noise and if its range is within the altimeter range analysis window [Tournadre, 2007; Tournadre et al., 2008]. The signatures of icebergs in the waveform space (along-track position and
range) are parabolas whose shape is determined by the satellite orbits parameters. The detection method, given
in Appendix A, was ﬁrst applied to the Jason-1 altimeter archive (2002–2012) to estimate the distribution of small
icebergs (between 0.1 and 8 km2) and the associated volume of ice in the Southern Ocean on a monthly basis
[Tournadre et al., 2012]. It has been adapted in function of satellite orbit and sensors characteristics to process the
archives of nine past and present satellite altimeter missions. The database of Southern Ocean icebergs created
covers 23 years (1992–2014). The database contains the icebergs latitude, longitude, time, range, backscatter,
and area and distance from nadir estimated from the inversion of range and backscatter (see Appendix B).
2.1. The Altimeter Missions
The nine altimeters used are the three NASA/CNES missions of the Topex/Jason series (Topex/Poseidon,
Jason-1, and Jason-2), the three ESA ERS-Envisat missions (ERS-1, ERS-2, and Envisat), and three speciﬁc missions: the ESA’s Cryosat dedicated to the study of the cryosphere, the CNES/ISRO SARAL/AltiKa whose altimeter operates at Ka band and the China National Space Administration (CNSA) Hai Y!ang 2A (HY2A) ocean
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Table 1. Main Characteristics of the Radar Altimeters Used to Build the Data Base

Altimeter
ERS-1
ERS-2
Topex
Jason-1
Envisat
Jason-2
Cryosat
ALTIKA
HY2A

Time
Period

Altitude
(km)

Inclination
(8)

Beam
Width

Freq.
(GHz)

Numbers
of Bins

Track
Point

Bin
Width
(ns)

Waveform
Frequency
(Hz)

Repeat
Period
(day)

1992–1996
1995–2003
1992–2005
2002–2012
2002–2012
2008–
2010–
2013–
2011–

784
784
1334
1334
784
1334
717
796
963

98
98
66
66
98
66
90
98.55
99.35

1.3
1.3
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
0.61
0.91

Ku-13.8
Ku-13.8
Ku-13.6
Ku-13.6
Ku-13.57
Ku-13.5
Ku-13.57
Ka-35.75
Ku-13.58

64
64
128
104
128
104
128
128
128

32.5
32.5
32.5
32.5
43
32.5
34.5
52
32.5

3.03
3.03
3.125
3.125
3.125
3.125
3.125
2.0
3.125

"20
"20
"10
"20
"20
"20
"20
"40
"20

3–35–168
35
10
10
35
10
"30
35
14

satellite. The satellites’ orbit and sensor characteristics are given in Table 1. The 668 inclination of the TopexJason satellites limits their coverage to latitudes lower than 668S and thus their sampling of the southern
Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans. The Cryosat Synthetic Aperture Interferometric Radar Altimeter (SIRAL) provides
three operational modes: Low-resolution (LRM) mode like a conventional altimeter, SAR mode operating a
high-resolution measurement on sea ice, SAR interferometer (SARIn) mode operating on rough surfaces like
on the sea ice/land limit.
The SAR mode, selected from a mask of geographical zones updated every 2 weeks to allow for changes in
sea ice extent, includes the sea ice and a margin zone over the open ocean of some hundreds kilometers.
At present, the detection is only performed on LRM data, which greatly limits the detection capability of
Cryosat. In the future, a speciﬁc detection algorithm will be developed for the SAR mode in order to complement the database near sea ice.
All altimeters but Altika operate at Ku band and several altimeters have dual frequency capabilities (Topex
and Jason-1). For them, the detection is conducted only on Ku band data. The waveform repetition frequency is in general around 20 Hz except for Topex (10 Hz) and Altika (40 Hz). The number of waveform
bins varies from 64 for the older altimeters to 128 for the new ones. The nominal track point, corresponding
to the sea surface, is in general set at 32.5 except for Envisat (43) and Altika (52). The noise part of the waveform ranges from bin 1 to the track point. Because of the effect of waves on the waveform leading edge,
the noise level in the ﬁve to eight bins before the track point is too high for a good detection and those
bins are thus not used. The ﬁrst three to eight bins can also present a high noise level mainly because of
spectral leakage during the onboard processing and cannot be used. For Altika, the ﬁrst 13 bins are set to
zero on board and are thus not considered. The bins used for detection are given in Table 2.
The noise level of the usable bins is a crucial parameter for the stability and quality of the detection. It has
been monitored over the lifetime of the instruments and is remarkably stable for all altimeters except for
Topex. Indeed, starting in 1996, the aging of the Topex altimeter degraded the performance of the sensor and
lead to a strong increase of the noise level (see Figure 1) that also slowly degraded the performances of iceberg detection. In 1999, the switch to the backup Topex (side B) instrument was made necessary. From 1996
to 1999, the Topex noise level is too high for the data to be used for iceberg detection. As the characteristics
of Topex A and B are sensibly different, they have been considered as two different altimeters. After March
2012 until its loss in June 2013,
Jason-1 was placed on a geodetic
orbit at 1324 km altitude with a
Table 2. Detection Parameters for the Different Altimeters
repeat period of 406 days. Because
r0 Calibration
Waveform
1 Hz r0 Calibration
Versus Jason-1 (dB)
20 Hz
ASW km2
Altimeter
Usable Bins
of the change of sampling pattern,
ERS-1
6-26
2.7
0.4
19.8
it is considered as a different misERS-2
6-26
2.7
0.3
19.8
sion in the database (Jason-1B).
Topex
Jason-1
Envisat
Jason-2
Cryosat
ALTIKA
HY2A
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8-26
5-24
7-39
3-24
6-25
14-45
2-24

2.4
0
2.9
0
0.42
2.5
1.86

0.4 (A), 0.2 (B)
0
0.3
20.6
0
22.0
21.0

ANTARCTIC ICEBERG

28.5
34.8
41.2
37.7
19.2
26.3
23.7

2.2. Intercomparison of Data
Sets
To obtain a continuous and homogeneous 23 year time series using
nine different instruments, the
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Figure 1. Mean noise of the usable bins of the Topex waveforms estimated for each 10 day cycle.

data have been intercalibrated. First, the backscatter coefﬁcients of each altimeter, except Cryosat, HY2A,
and Altika, were calibrated versus Jason-1 using the 1 Hz calibration coefﬁcients of Queffeulou [2013] presented in Table 2. The Cryosat, HY2A, and Altika coefﬁcients come from the calibration studies versus Jason2 of Scharroo et al. [2012], Raynal [2014], and Thibaut and Steunou [2013], respectively. Figure 2 presents the
nine probability density functions (pdf) of iceberg backscatter. The pdfs separate into two main groups corresponding to polar orbiting satellites (800–900 km orbits) and to the Topex-Jason series at 1300 km altitude. The pdfs are almost identical for Jason-1(B) and Jason-2 as well as for ERS-1 and ERS-2 whose sensors

Figure 2. Probability density function of (a) icebergs backscatter, (b) cumulative density function of distance from nadir, and (c) probability
density function of area.
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Figure 3. Modeled backscatter of a 1 km2 iceberg as a function of distance from nadir for the different altimeter.

characteristics are almost identical. The shape of the pdf depends on the number of bins used for detection; a
larger number corresponding to a larger range of backscatter. The differences of pdfs also result from the difference of backscatter from a given iceberg depending on the satellite and sensor characteristics as shown in
Figure 3 which presents the backscatter of a 1 km2 iceberg as a function of distance from nadir from the
model functions (see Appendix B) used to infer iceberg area from range and backscatter. The backscatter for
Topex/Jason and Cryosat satellites is about 2 dB larger than that for other ones. A second backscatter calibration was also estimated by adjusting the pdf of area versus Jason-1. These corrections, also given in Table 2,
are signiﬁcant only for HY2A and Jason-2. Altika correction takes into account the backscatter difference over
ice between Ka and Ku bands estimated by R!emy et al. [2015].
The cumulative distributions of distance from nadir presented in Figure 2b also clearly separate into two
main groups corresponding to satellite altitude. The distribution’s width depends on the number of bins
used for detection and on the bin width (see Appendix C). It is maximal for Envisat. The surface normalization coefﬁcients, estimated using equation (C4), used to compute the volume of ice are given in Table 2.
The distributions of iceberg area, presented in Figure 2c, show the very good agreement between the different
altimeters. Each distribution has been ﬁtted by lognormal and power law distributions (see Appendix D). Only
area larger than 0.1 km2 have been considered to limit the effect of the differences of sensor’s sensitivity for
very small icebergs. The parameters of the ﬁtted laws are given in Table 3 as well as the
Table 3. Analysis of the Icebergs Area Distributions: Parameters of
number of detected icebergs. The power law
Fitted Lognormal and Power Laws Distributions
slopes vary from 21.23 to 21.49 with a mean
Lognormal
value of 21.39 while the l and r parameters
Power Law
Number of
l
r
Slope
Iceberg
of the lognormal laws vary from 20.86 to
ERS-1
7,683
20.95
2.08
21.23 6 0.02
21.75 and 1.66 to 2.08, respectively with
ERS-2
18,424
21.28
1.95
21.36 6 0.02
means of 21.18 and 1.84. Considering the
Topex A
4,508
21.12
1.79
21.42 6 0.02
large differences in the number of detected
Topex B
28,208
21.11
1.74
21.43 6 0.03
Jason-1
60,471
21.18
1.79
21.41 6 0.02
icebergs, which varies by more than a factor
Jason-1B
3,050
21.11
1.74
21.43 6 0.04
10, and the natural variability of icebergs durEnvisat
52,729
21.31
1.89
21.39 6 0.01
ing the different period of operation of the
Jason-2
22,156
20.86
1.88
21.28 6 0.02
Cryosat
3,310
21.03
1.66
21.44 6 0.02
nine missions, the distributions are in good
ALTIKA
2,907
21.34
2.00
21.35 6 0.05
agreement and can be considered as repreHY2A
19,366
21.75
1.68
21.49 6 0.02
senting a homogeneous population.
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Figure 4. Evolution of the (a) mean annual backscatter and (b) area.

The data sets homogeneity and the detection stability were further ensured by monitoring the variability of the
mean annual backscatter and area (presented in Figure 4). Over the missions’ lifetime, backscatter varies by less
than 1 dB while the area by less than 0.2 km2. No signiﬁcant drifts over time were detected for both parameters.
2.3. Volume of Ice
2.3.1. Volume of Ice by Altimeter
The monthly volume of ice in open sea was computed for each altimeter over a regular 100 km resolution
polar grid using the method presented by Tournadre et al. [2012] and detailed in Appendix C. For some
months, the volume of ice cannot be estimated because of the degrading of the sensor (TopexA) or of the
loss of data (ERS-2, early 2001). The monthly total volume of ice and the volume North of 668S, for a better
intercomparison with the Topex/Jason series, are presented in Figure 5. The mean difference of monthly
total volume of ice from the different altimeters during their common time of operation is presented in
Table 4. For missions with similar sampling and sensor characteristics such as Jason-1 and Jason-2 or ERS-2
and Envisat, the mean difference is less than 5 km3/month. For other missions, it is between 3.3 and
21.5 km3/month. The maximum of 21.5 km3 between HY2A and Jason-2 represents 19.6% of the mean
monthly volume. This is smaller than the 26% uncertainty on ice volume estimated by Tournadre et al.
[2012] from Jason-1 data. Some large differences of monthly volume can be seen in Figure 5 in early 2000
or in 2004. They all involve Topex and can be related to the fact that it provides signiﬁcantly less data
because of its lower waveform repetition frequency (10 Hz) and of its time-sharing mode of operation with
the Poseidon altimeter (not processed) which operates 10% of the time. This leads to a higher uncertainty
on volume estimate. However, the overall intercomparison of volume estimates shows, considering the
sampling and sensor characteristic differences of the nine missions, an agreement good enough to allow
the merging of the different volume estimates.
2.3.2. Merging the Different Altimeters
The nine volume estimates were merged to produce a homogeneous time series covering the 1992–2014
period. The merged product is obtained by a weighted sum of the individual products, i.e.,
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Figure 5. Monthly total volume of ice in open sea from each altimeter on a regular 100 3 100 km2 polar grid (a) North of 668S and (b) for
the entire Southern Ocean.
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where the weights wl are given by
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n
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where

NSl

is the number of valid data for satellite l and n is the number of available satellites.

3. Large Iceberg Databases
The NIC Southern Hemisphere Iceberg database (available at http://www.natice.noaa.gov) contains the position and size (length and width) estimated by analysis of visible or SAR images of icebergs larger than 10
nautical miles (18.5 km) along at least one axis. It is updated weekly. Every iceberg is tracked, and when
imagery is available, information is updated and posted. The NIC assigns each iceberg a name composed of
a letter indicating its point of origin and a running number. The letters used are as follows: A, longitude
08–908W (Bellingshausen Sea and Weddell Sea); B, longitude 908W–1808 (Amundsen Sea and Eastern Ross
Sea); C, longitude 908E–1808 (Western Ross Sea and Wilkes Land); and D, longitude 08–908E (Amery Ice Shelf
and Eastern Weddell Sea).
Table 4. Intercomparison of the Monthly Total Volume (in km3/Month) of Ice in Open Sea From the Different Altimeters During Their
Overlapping Operation Time
Topex
ERS-1
ERS-2
Envisat
Jason-1
Jason-1B
Jason-2
Cryosat
Altika
HY2A
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6.3
16.6
14.6
4.0

ERS-1

ERS-2

Envisat

0.7
2.4

11.0

Jason-1

Jason-1B

4.8
20.6

12.9
14.5

Jason-2

Cryosat

Altika

10.2
8.9
21.5

3.3
6.9

14.5

17.6

7.1
1.5

4.1
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The BYU Center for Remote Sensing maintains an Antarctic Iceberg Tracking Database (http://www.scp.byu.
edu/data/iceberg/database1.html) for icebergs larger than 6 km in length [Stuart and Long, 2011]. Using six
different satellite scatterometer instruments, they produce since 1992 a track database that includes icebergs identiﬁed in enhanced resolution scatterometer backscatter images. The initial position for each iceberg is located based on a position reported by NIC or by the sighting of a moving iceberg in a time series
of scatterometer images. The iceberg name is the NIC one except for those detected in scatterometer data
only that are named UK (for ‘‘unknown’’). Figure 9c presents all the iceberg locations between 1 January
1992 and 31 December 2012 used in this study.
The database of volume of large icebergs compiled by Tournadre et al. [2015] covers the 2002–2012. It is
based on the combined analysis of the NIC/BYU icebergs trajectories and the archive of Jason-1, Jason-2,
and Envisat waveform altimeters. It contains the daily position, mean free-board, length, width, area, and
volume of the NIC/BYU icebergs. For the 2002–2012 period, among the 309 identiﬁed icebergs, 113 are
common to NIC and BYU databases and 196 are ‘‘unknown.’’

4. Unified Iceberg Size Distribution
Several studies have been published presenting the size distribution of small Antarctic icebergs (length
smaller than some kilometers) using ship observations [Jacka and Giles, 2007; Romanov et al., 2008, 2012]
and satellite altimetry [Tournadre et al., 2012]. Recently, Tournadre et al. [2015], combining altimetry and the
NIC and BYU data bases, presented a size distribution for icebergs larger than 10 km in length. However,
very few studies proposed a size distribution covering the whole range of iceberg size. Using a limited data
set of SAR images from the Radarsat-1 Antarctic Mapping Project (RAMP) that are snapshots taken from
September to October 1997 and are restricted to the near-coastal zone, Wesche and Dierking [2015]
detected 6912 icebergs larger than 0.3 km2. They estimated a size distribution by surface area ranges with
71.9% of icebergs from 0.3 to 1 km2, 26.0% 1–10 km2, 1.8% 10–100 km2, 0.2% 100–1000 km2, and 0.1%
1000–10,000 km2.
Combining the ALTIBERG small iceberg data base with the Tournadre et al. [2015], large iceberg ones provides a new opportunity to estimate a general size distribution. As different sensors and methods are used
to infer the size of small and large icebergs, a uniﬁed distribution cannot be estimated by simple compilation of size estimates. It is built in the following way. The probability density function (pdf) of the size of icebergs larger than 200 km2 is estimated using the large icebergs database for the 2002–2012 period. The
200 km2 limit corresponds to the minimum iceberg size that is systematically detected by NIC. This pdf is
then multiplied by the mean number of icebergs during the period to obtain the large iceberg size occurrence. The pdf of small icebergs size is estimated from the small iceberg database for the same period and
the pdf is multiplied by the mean number of small icebergs for the months of January and February that
corresponds to the minimum extent of sea ice and thus to the maximum number of icebergs to obtain
the occurrence of small icebergs. The two distributions are then combined to obtain a global distributions
that has no data in the 8–200 km2 range. Figure 6 presents these experimental distributions. Both the small
and large iceberg distributions follows well power laws of slope 21.41 6 0.10 and 21.51 6 0.95, respectively. The two distributions are quite remarkably aligned and present very similar slopes. It can thus be reasonably assumed that the global distribution also follows a power law, i.e., that there is a scale invariance of
fracture and fragmentation processes in icebergs. The slope of the global ﬁtted law is 21.52 6 0.32. This
slope is very close to 23/2 that has been shown both experimentally and theoretically to be representative
of brittle fragmentation [Astrom, 2006; Spahn et al., 2014].
The 21.52 power law approximation gives a size distribution by range of 77% for icebergs <1 km2, 17% for
1–10 km2, 4.8% for 10–100 km2, 1.5% for 100–1000 km2, and 0.4% for 1000–10,000 km2 (see Figure 6). This
distribution agrees relatively well to the Wesche and Dierking [2015] one. However, it has less icebergs in the
1–10 km2 range and more icebergs larger than 10 km2. The RAMP data set is limited to coastal zones and
does not cover the open ocean where most of the small icebergs are located leading to an underestimation
of small icebergs while the number of large icebergs (NIC ones) signiﬁcantly increased between 1997 (the
RAMP period) and 2002 as already reported by Long et al. [2002] leading to a underestimation of the number of large icebergs. The power law can also be used to estimate the contribution of the different range of
icebergs to the total surface, i.e., 0.9% <0.1 km2, 2.5% 1–10 km2, 7.4% 10–100 km2, 22.2% 100–1000 km2,
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental size distribution (black line) and ﬁtted power laws (small red line, large magenta line, and all green line) and
(b) percentage of the total number of icebergs (red line) and of the total surface (black).

and 67.1% 1000–10,000 km2. Assuming in a very crude ﬁrst-order approximation that all icebergs have the
same free-board, this distribution gives an idea of the general ice volume partition as a function of size and
shows that large icebergs are the main vector of ice transport.

5. Analysis and Discussion
5.1. Temporal Variability: Impact of Sea Ice
The monthly volumes of ice are presented in Figure 8 as well as the volume in the three ocean basins: South
Atlantic (SA) (708W–308E), South Indian (SI) (308E–1508E), and South Paciﬁc (SP) (1508E–708W). The detection of
small icebergs by altimeter being limited to open sea, the sea ice extent strongly conditioned the number of
icebergs that can be detected and thus the volume of ice. The strong apparent seasonal cycle of volume primarily reﬂects the sea ice extent one, with maximums and minimums during the austral summer and winter,
respectively. The times series of sea ice extent and volume in the Southern Ocean and in the three ocean
basins are presented in supporting information Figure S1. Their correlation is 20.66 for the Southern Ocean
showing a medium anticorrelation. It is only 20.45 for the Southern Indian. Figure 7 that presents the monthly
anomalies of sea ice extent and volume clearly shows no direct correlation between the two series for all
basins. The maximum correlation is only 0.16 for the Southern Indian and almost nil for the Southern Ocean
and SP. Furthermore, the cross-correlation analysis of the anomalies presented in supporting information Figure S2 does not show any signiﬁcant correlation for time lags less than 12 months.
As a consequence, it can be estimated that the large interannual variability of volume observed in the time
series does not result from the interannual variability of the sea ice extent. The monthly summer maximum
for each year presented in Figure 8b can be considered in a ﬁrst-order approximation as the total volume of
ice available during 1 year. It increases from about 150 km3 in the 1990s to 750 km3 in 2004 then decreases
to 420 km3 in 2014 in what can appear as an apparent 10 year cycle. The winter minimums are in general
almost negligible but reached 130 km3 in 2004. The large volume of ice observed in the different basins for
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Figure 7. Normalized monthly anomalies of the sea ice extent and volume of small iceberg in open sea for the (a) Southern Ocean, (b) Southern Atlantic, (c) Southern Indian, and (d)
Southern Paciﬁc.

some years can sometimes be clearly associated with the northward drift and fragmentation of very large
icebergs; for example: in SA, A22B, and B10A in 2000 and A32A in 1996, in SP C19A and B15A in 2007–2009,
in SI, C20 in 2005–2006.
The Southern Ocean interannual variability and the three ocean basins ones are not in phase and years of
global maximums can correspond to local minimums for a given basin like 2007 for SA or 2010 for SI. The
distribution patterns can also signiﬁcantly change from year to year. It can be easily seen in the mean
annual distribution for the 23 years presented in supporting information Figures S3 and S4.
Over the 23 year period, SA is the main region of freshwater input into the ocean and represents 42% of
the total volume of ice while SI and SP represent 22% and 35%, respectively. However, although SA is
largely preponderant before 2004 with more than 50% of total ice, its contribution constantly decreases
after 2004 to less than 30% after 2008 while SP accounts for about 50% after 2009 from 30 to 40% before.
The overall volume variability at least partially reﬂects the variability of the number of large icebergs as
detected by NIC and BYU. The increase of volume between 1992 and 2004 is clearly associated with the
large increase of the number of large icebergs already reported by Long et al. [2002]. Similarly, the decrease
of the volume in SA after 2004 corresponds to a decrease of the large icebergs number in this basin. But
the increase of large icebergs in SI after 2004 does not result in a signiﬁcant increase of volume in SI. The
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Figure 8. (a) Monthly total volume of ice in open sea by ocean basins, (b) maximum yearly volume of ice in open sea, (c) proportion of
total volume by ocean basins, and (d) number of large NIC/BYU icebergs.

number of large icebergs cannot in itself explain all the small icebergs volume variability and the volume of
ice of these large icebergs has to be considered.
5.2. General Patterns of the Distribution of Ice
The 12 year average monthly volume of ice presented by Tournadre et al. [2012] was based on the analysis
of the Jason-1 archive alone and was thus limited to the north of 668S. The new 23 year average of the
summer (January–March) volume of small icebergs (<8 km2) in open sea, presented in Figure 9, besides
having a better statistical signiﬁcance, allows a complete characterization of the ice distribution. The average volume for the four seasons is given in supporting information Figure S5. The grid points for which
there is more than 11 months of sea ice per year in average during the 1992–2014 period are not considered. The distribution presents the three characteristic regions of maximum concentration, one in each
ocean corresponding to the three main gyres (Ross, Weddell, and Kerguelen) of the general Southern Ocean
circulation [Orsi et al., 1995; Jacobs et al., 2002; McCartney and Donohue, 2007; Gladstone et al., 2001]. The
maximum concentration is found in the Southern Atlantic Ocean (SA), in what has been called the ‘‘Iceberg
Alley,’’ and in the Southern Indian Ocean (SI) where it can exceed 1 km3/month. In tSA, the region of concentration larger than 0.5 km3/month extends from Graham Land ("608W) to the west to almost 108W to
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Figure 9. (a) Mean monthly volume (in km3 per month per grid cell of 1003100 km2) of small icebergs in open sea from 1992 to 2014 (the black, red lines indicate the mean maximum
and minimum summer sea ice extent for the period from the SSM-I sea ice concentration data and the blue line indicates the mean annual maximum sea ice extent), (b) mean iceberg
area 1992–2014, (c) trajectories of large icebergs from 1992 to 2012 from the NIC and BYU databases (trajectories within sea ice after 2002, blue lines; in open sea after 2002, red lines;
within sea ice before 2002, light blue lines; and in open sea before 2002, green lines), (d) mean monthly volume (in km3 per month per grid cell of 1003100 km2) of large icebergs from
2002 to 2012. Figures 9a, 9b, and 9d ﬁelds are computed on a 100 3 100 km2 polar grid.

the east. A secondary maximum zone of lower concentration (>0.1 km3/month) extends along 58–598S up
to 108E. This pattern shows the importance of the recirculation of icebergs within the eastern branch of the
Weddell gyre along the Antarctic continent [Klatt et al., 2005]. Between 408W and 308E, the zone of high
concentration extends much further north than the maximum sea ice extent and reaches 508S. A weak relative maximum near 25–308W conﬁrms the observations of Schodlok et al. [2006] that the general iceberg
drift in the Weddell Sea presents two distinctive patterns one to the west of 408W where the icebergs drift
close to the Antarctic Peninsula and a second weaker one, east of 408W, corresponding to icebergs drifting
in the Central and Eastern Weddell Sea.
The SI maximum, described in previous studies based on shipborne observations [Jacka and Giles, 2007;
Romanov et al., 2008], extends from the Enderby land to the west ("608E) to the Mertz Glacier to the east
("1458E). The maximum concentration is found between 608E and 1208E and results from the calving from
Amery, Shackleton, and West Ice shelves and from the westward drifts of the icebergs in the coastal current
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[Romanov et al., 2008]. The icebergs remain conﬁned along the continent except between 858E and 1158E
where the distribution extends north to 608S as a result of the ocean circulation over the Kerguelen Plateau.
The distribution is precise enough to allow the detection of small local maximums near emissary glaciers
such as Mertz (1448E) and Ninnis (1478E) or near the Cook Ice shelf (1508E).
In the Southern Paciﬁc (SP) Ocean, the volume maximum is lower than that in SI and SA at "0.5 km3 and
extends from 1808W to 908W. The eastern limit is much further east into the Bellinghausen Sea than the typical 1308W eastern limit of the Ross gyre [Riffenburgh, 2007] and might reﬂect the presence of gyres in the
Amundsen and Bellinghausen Seas indicated by models studies [Grotov et al., 1998]. The local maximum
present near the Balleny islands (1638E) corresponds to icebergs drifting along the Victoria Land coast, exiting the Ross Sea around Cap Adare and turning eastward [Keys and Fowler, 1989; Glasby, 1990]. Calving
from the Pine Island (1008W) and Land (1428W) glaciers, and from the Nickerson (1458W) and Wilkins
("728W) ice shelves, although of limited extent, is clearly visible. The iceberg concentration north of the
maximum annual sea ice extent in SI and SP is low but still signiﬁcant and corresponds to northward excursions of large icebergs caught in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
Figure 9c, which presents the NIC/BYU iceberg tracks from 1992 to 2013, clearly shows that small icebergs
cover much larger regions of the Southern Ocean than large ones. Vast regions free of large icebergs, such
as the North-Eastern Weddell Sea or the Bellinghausen Sea, contain signiﬁcant amounts of ice, sometimes
as high as 0.5 km3/month, transported by small ones.
The mean iceberg area (see Figure 9b) decreases with decreasing latitude reﬂecting the melting and deterioration of icebergs during their northward travel into warmer waters. The largest ones are observed in SI
Ocean near the Shackleton (608W) and Amery (708W) ice shelves, most probably because these calving
zones are the northernmost leading to a more rapid retrapping of icebergs by sea ice, which increase their
lifetime by limiting their open water travel and their deterioration. The size of the ice shelves located in this
region may also inﬂuence the size of the icebergs although we lack of measurements to ascertain this fact.
In SP, the mean area is signiﬁcantly smaller than that in the two other basins, indicating that icebergs travel
over larger distances and/or longer period in warmer water. In the SP and SI, some regions north of the
maximum sea extent (around 608S) are characterized by icebergs of quite large mean area that correspond
to fragmentation of large icebergs drifting north.

6. Small-Large Icebergs Relations
Although small icebergs can calve directly from Antarctic ice shelves or glaciers, the major part results from
the dislocation and breaking of large icebergs and many examples of this process can be found in satellite
visible or SAR images. The Antarctic total calving ﬂux has been estimated Rignot et al. [2013] and Depoorter
et al. [2013] at 1265 6 141 and 1321 6 44 Gt yr21, respectively. Tournadre et al. [2015] using the NIC and
BYU data base and altimeter data estimated the calving ﬂux by icebergs larger than 200 km2 at
960 6 72 km3 yr21 (thus 850 Gt yr21 assuming a 0.89 g/cm3 ice density). Although the periods of analysis of
these studies are different they can be used to estimate the order of magnitude of the calving of icebergs
smaller than 200 km2 should be of the order of 450 Gt yr21. Using the distribution of volume per iceberg
size range presented in section 4, icebergs smaller than 8 km2 represent less than 25% of this volume, i.e.,
112.5 Gt yr21. This value is, except for some years, signiﬁcantly smaller than the summer maximum (200–
700 Gt) estimated by the altimeters. Fragmentation of large icebergs is most probably the main mechanism
of generation of small icebergs. After their calving from large ones, small icebergs can either drift in open
sea and melt or be trapped in sea ice and later released losing their direct connection with their ‘‘parents.’’
6.1. Distance Between Small and Large Icebergs
The distance between small icebergs and the nearest contemporary NIC/BYU large iceberg is used as a
proxy to estimate the distance over which small icebergs traveled away from their source of origin. The geographical distribution of the proportion of small icebergs further than 500 km (median value of the distance) from large ones, presented in Figure 10, reveals two main regimes. The ﬁrst one found in the Scotia
Sea (between the Antarctic Peninsula and the South Georgia Island), along the Antarctic coast in the SI
ocean, and in the Amundsen Sea, is characterized by a proximity between small and large icebergs, indicating that in these areas small icebergs calved either from large ones or from the same regions of Antarctica,
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Figure 10. Proportion of icebergs distant by more than 500 km from a contemporary large one.

and/or drift along similar paths. This proximity is particularly clear in SP along 578S where small icebergs
result from the fragmentation of two large icebergs, C19A and B15A, that traveled north in 2008–2010.
The second regime corresponds to ‘‘free drifting’’ small icebergs that cannot be directly associated with a
large one. Over vast zones of the Southern Ocean like the Ross, Bellinghausen, or Eastern Weddell Seas, the
transport of ice and thus the freshwater ﬂux result almost exclusively from small iceberg drifting over large
distance, sometimes thousands of kilometers, from their calving sources, ice shelves, or most probably large
icebergs.
The total volume of ice and the volumes for ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘free drifting’’ icebergs in the Southern Ocean and
in the three basins are presented in Figure 11. The plots show the chaotic nature of ice distribution and the
decorrelation between the total volume and its partition between the three basins. Over the whole period,
59% of the total volume (35% SA, 61% SI, and 78% SP) is transported by ‘‘free drifting’’ icebergs, which
shows their importance to estimate the freshwater ﬂux in the Ocean. However, before 1998 when the number of large icebergs is low, they represent more than 65% of the volume, but for most of the 2000s, this
proportion drops to below 50%. The situation is more contrasted when considering the ocean basins. In SA,
large icebergs frequently drift northward and free drifting icebergs represent only 35% of the volume but
more than 50% before 2001 when the number of large icebergs is low and about 20% after. In SI, free drifting icebergs represent more than 70% of volume before 1999 and in 2010–2011 and about 35% between
2000 and 2010. In SP, the proportion is about 80–90% 1997–1998 and 2008–2009 when large icebergs drift
north.
6.2. Relation Volume of Ice
The distance analysis gives only an insight into the relative positions of large and small icebergs but not
into the transfer of ice from large to small icebergs. A simple method to analyze the relation between the
volume of small and large icebergs is a correlation analysis. Figure 12 presents the normalized time series of
small and large icebergs volumes for the Southern Ocean and the three basins during the 2002–2012
period. Only the large icebergs present in open water have been considered for a better comparison. The
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Figure 11. Total volume of ice in open sea (black lines), volume of ice in open sea for icebergs distant by less than 500 km from a large one (red lines) and by more than 500 km
(blue lines) for the (a) Southern, (b) South Atlantic, (c) South Indian, and (d) South Paciﬁc Oceans.

overall correlation of 0.66 is large enough to conﬁrm that a large proportion of small icebergs originate
from large ones. However, in SA, where vast zones contain only free drifting icebergs, the correlation is
almost nil showing that no simple direct relation exists between the volumes of small and large icebergs. In
SI and SP, the correlation is medium at about 0.5. This analysis shows that the main general mechanism of
generation of small icebergs detected in open water is the fragmentation of large ones. However, small icebergs can drift over long time and distances and can be trapped within sea ice and their paths can signiﬁcantly differ from those of large icebergs, which strongly conditions their distribution and limits the direct
correlation between the volumes of ice.
Cross-correlation analysis allows to measure the similarity of two time series as a function of time lags
between them. Three cases are considered, all icebergs and ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘free drifting’’ ones (see ﬁgure 13).
To mitigate the effect of the strong apparent seasonal cycle, anomalies are considered. For the whole
ocean, correlation reaches its maximum of 0.6 for close icebergs at a 3–4 month lag. The generation of small
icebergs by fragmentation of large ones takes thus several months to attain its maximum efﬁciency. For
free drifting icebergs, maximum correlation is only 0.4 and is observed at a 12 month lag indicating that at
least part of these icebergs results from large ones breaking that are then trapped within sea ice and later
released. The cross-correlation analysis in the different basins reveals again very different situations. In SA,
correlations are low and always below 0.5. Within this basin, large and small icebergs travel along similar
paths especially within the ‘‘iceberg alley’’ while ‘‘free drifting’’ ones are present in vast zones and the analysis shows no clear correlation between the large and small icebergs volumes. SI is mainly characterized by
the westward drift of large and small icebergs within the Antarctic Coastal Current, which translates into an
absence of correlation for close icebergs. The large correlation observed at lag 0 for free icebergs is quite
coincidental and decreases rapidly with time. In SP, the maximum correlation of 0.55 found for close icebergs at a 5 month lag correspond to the breaking of C19A and B15A icebergs that generated large plumes
of small icebergs. The correlation for distant icebergs peaks at a medium value 0.47 at a 12 month lag as for
the whole ocean. The analysis shows the complexity of the transport of ice. The global volume of ice of
close small icebergs is signiﬁcantly correlated to the large ones volume and the fragmentation process
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Figure 12. Volume of ice in open sea of small (solid lines) and large (dashed lines) icebergs for (a) the Southern Ocean, (b) the South Atlantic, (c) the Southern Indian, and (d) South
Paciﬁc Oceans.

takes several months to be fully efﬁcient. The fragmentation of large icebergs certainly also generates at
least part of free drifting icebergs. The time lag indicates that these icebergs are trapped in sea ice for several months. However, large and small icebergs can drift over long times and distances and they can follows
very different paths. Because of these differences of trajectories, different volumes of small and large icebergs are transferred from one basin to another resulting in a decorrelation of the two volumes.
The main patterns of the transfer of ice between large and small icebergs are analyzed using the cross correlations between the large and small iceberg monthly volume anomalies. The details of the computation
are given in the supporting information. For each grid point, the cross correlation between the large iceberg
volume anomaly time series and the small icebergs monthly volume anomalies for all the grid points within
a neighborhood of 62000 km in longitude and 6500 km is computed. For each grid point, the maximum
of correlation is determined as well as the associated time lag and small iceberg grid point. Only point with
correlation higher than 0.55 is kept in the analysis. To avoid problems due to the lack of data when sea ice
is present, only the grid points for which there is less than 6 month of sea ice are considered. This analysis is
done for both close and free drifting icebergs. The maximum correlation, time lag, and distance between
the large and small grid points are given in supporting information Figure S6. Figure 14 shows the main ice
transfer patterns from large icebergs both close and free ones.
The close iceberg analysis clearly reveals the direct generation of small icebergs along well identiﬁed trajectories of large ones traveling north. This is especially clear in SI and SP north of 608S and within the iceberg
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Figure 13. Cross correlation between the large and small icebergs ice volume in open sea for all icebergs (solid lines), icebergs distant by
less than 500 km for a large one (circles) and by more than 500 km (crosses) for (a) the Southern Ocean, (b) the South Atlantic, (c) the
Southern Indian, and (d) South Paciﬁc Oceans.

alley. These small icebergs that break off large ones diffuse ice for several months (1–6) over several hundreds of kilometers along the large ones trajectories. As melting of small icebergs is more efﬁcient than that
of large ones because of their much larger ratio of surface of contact with sea water and volume, the freshwater ﬂux will strongly depends on the small icebergs distribution. This result clearly shows that large icebergs transport ice over large distance and generate plume of smaller bergs that will condition the pattern
of the freshwater ﬂux.
It should be noted that the generation of small icebergs near ice shelves is clearly visible along Eastern Antarctica between 08 and 608E, high correlations are locally observed near emissary regions such as the Prince
Harald shelves (348E).
The cross-correlation analysis of the free drifting icebergs conﬁrms that a signiﬁcant part of free drifting icebergs results of the breaking of large ones and drift over thousands of kilometers for 6–14 months. For
example, several icebergs (B10A, A22B, A38B, and B17A) ground near South Georgia Island (378W, 548S) and
generate large plumes of small icebergs drifting eastward up to 108E. In SP, small icebergs that broke off
C19A drifted for 14 month over more than 1500 km in the Amundsen and Bellinghausen Seas. This analysis
clearly shows the importance of a good representation of the long range transport of ice for ocean circulation modeling.

7. Discussions
The icebergs detection method of Tournadre et al. [2012] is used to process the archives of nine altimeters
to create a small icebergs data base that spans more than 23 years and to calculate the monthly volume of
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Figure 14. Cross-correlation patterns between the large and small icebergs ice volumes for icebergs distant by (a) less or (b) more than 500 km from a large one. Only points with correlation larger than 0.55 are considered. The lines link the large iceberg (marked by black stars) to the small iceberg grid cell with the highest correlation. The color indicates the time lag.

ice over a regular polar grid. The strong coherence between the different altimeters estimates of icebergs
size as well as an intercalibration of volumes allows to estimate a merged homogeneous monthly climatology of small icebergs volume from 1992 to 2014.
The small iceberg (<8 km2) size distribution and the one for large icebergs (>200 km2) computed using the
Tournadre et al. [2015] large iceberg data base follow well power laws of similar slope and can be combined
to estimate a general size distribution. This uniﬁed distribution follows a power law of slope 21.52 6 0.32
representative of brittle fragmentation [Astrom, 2006; Spahn et al., 2014]. Using this distribution and assuming in a crude approximation that all icebergs have the same thickness, small icebergs (0.1–10 km2) represent about 3–4% of the total volume while icebergs larger than 100 km2 make up 89%. The volume of
icebergs larger than about 200 km2 has been shown by Tournadre et al. [2015] to decrease from 20,000 km3
in 2002 to about 10,000 km3 in 2012. The volume of small icebergs should therefore be of the order of 400–
900 km3 during this period. These values are in very good agreement with the total summer maximum of
small icebergs volume estimated by altimeters. About 7–8% (800–1500 km3) of the total volume should be
transported by 10–100 km2 icebergs whose distribution and melting and breaking are still largely unknown
because of lack of data. Sentinel-1a 20 3 20 km wave mode SAR images acquired every 100 km along track
could be a very good candidate to detect and study icebergs of that size and further improve the size and
volume distribution.
The general patterns of the small icebergs distribution reﬂect the general circulation of the Southern Ocean
with maximums within the three important gyres, the Kerguelen, Ross, and Weddell gyres [Orsi et al., 1995;
Jacobs et al., 2002].
As altimeters can only detect icebergs in open water, the monthly volume of small iceberg presents a strong
apparent seasonal cycle that only reﬂects the surface of the detection area. However, the analysis of the correlation between sea ice extent and volume of ice clearly shows that there is no correlation between the two variables. The interannual variability of volume is thus independent of the sea ice extent one. The volume
presents a strong interannual variability that is not in phase in the different ocean basins. This variability is only
partially explained by the number of large icebergs present mainly because small icebergs can travel over very
long distance and time losing their direct connection with large ones. Vast regions of the ocean, free of large
icebergs, are largely populated by small ones showing their importance to estimate the freshwater ﬂux.
Small icebergs can calve directly from Antarctic ice shelves or glaciers. However, the calving ﬂux of icebergs
smaller than 8 km2 can be estimates to be of the order of 112.5 Gt yr21 (using the Rignot et al. [2013] and
Depoorter et al. [2013] calving ﬂux estimates and Tournadre et al. [2015] calving ﬂux of icebergs larger than
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200 km2). This ﬂux is signiﬁcantly smaller than the summer small iceberg volume maximum (200–700 Gt)
estimated by altimeters. Fragmentation of large icebergs is a major mechanism of generation of small
icebergs.
The overall correlation of 0.66 between the volumes of large and small icebergs within the Southern Ocean
conﬁrms this generation process. However, the differential drift of large and small icebergs can strongly limits the correlation at basin scale. The analysis of the cross correlation as a function of the distance between
contemporary small and large icebergs shows that the maximum of correlation is reached for close
(<500 km) icebergs after a 3–4 month time lags, time for fragmentation to reach its maximum. For more
distant small icebergs, the correlation is lower and reaches its maximum of 0.4 after 12 month showing that
small icebergs can drift for long periods after having been trapped within sea ice.
The patterns of the transfer of ice from large to small icebergs have been studied by analyzing the crosscorrelation patterns between large and small iceberg volumes. For icebergs close to large ones, fragmentation
clearly acts as a diffuse process dispersing ice for some months over some hundreds of kilometers along large
icebergs trajectories. Depending on the environmental conditions (sea temperature, current, and sea ice),
small icebergs generated by fragmentation can drift for long times over thousands of kilometers losing their
direct connection to their parents. However, the small and large volumes correlation for these free drifting icebergs is still signiﬁcant (>0.6) over vast regions of the ocean (especially in SA). North of 658S the crosscorrelation patterns follows quite well the general Southern Ocean circulations patterns with an eastward
transport of ice. This analysis shows that, over vast regions, the freshwater ﬂux results from the melting of
small icebergs originating from the breaking of large icebergs that have carried ice over thousands of kilometers and sometimes years away from their calving zones. It also shows that a sound modeling of the freshwater ﬂux in the Southern Ocean should take into account the whole variety of processes accounting for ice
transport: large-scale transport by large icebergs, fragmentation, drift of smaller icebergs, and ﬁnal melting.
Further studies can be conducted using the Altiberg database such as the relationship between El Ni~
no
Southern Oscillation or Southern Annular Mode and the distribution of icebergs or the interaction between
sea ice and icebergs.

Appendix A: Detection Method
The appendix summarized the detection method presented by Tournadre et al. [2008, 2012]. An altimeter is
a nadir looking radar that emits short pulses that are backscattered by the sea surface. The altimeter measures the backscattered power as a function of time to construct the echo waveform from which the geophysical parameters are estimated [Chelton et al., 2001]. The backscatter coefﬁcient of the waveform can be
expressed as a double convolution product of the radar point target response, the ﬂat sea surface response,
and the joint probability density function of slope and elevation of the sea surface [Brown, 1977]. The backscatter as a function of time, r(t), assuming a Gaussian altimeter pulse, a Gaussian antenna pattern and a
Gaussian random distribution of rough-surface specular points, can be expressed as [Barrick and Lipa, 1985]
!!
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where x5ct=2; H00 5H=ð11H=aÞ is the reduced satellite height, a being the earth’s radius, and H the satellite
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
height. rs is the standard deviation of the altimeter pulse; rp 5 h2 1r2s where h is the RMS wave height; ub is
the antenna pattern standard deviation; and r0 is the target backscatter coefﬁcient. The mean sea surface corresponds to t 5 0. The measured waveforms are given in telemetry samples whose width is equal to the length of
the pulse and the nominal track point (i.e., the sea level or t 5 0) is shifted to the nominal track point.
A point target of height d above sea level located at distance d from the satellite nadir will give an echo at
the time t0, or range, deﬁned by [Powell et al., 1993]
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The target’s range depends only on the orbit parameters and on the target height and distance from nadir.
When the satellite ﬂies over the target, the distance from nadir is given by
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where d0 is the minimum distance at time T0 between the target and the altimeter ground track, Vorb is the
satellite ground velocity, and T is the along-track time. The range is thus

It is thus a parabola as a function of T. For a given altimeter, all parabolas have the same focal and thus the
same shape.
The echo waveform of a point target can be computed using the radar equation [Roca et al., 2003]. It is of
the form
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where r1 is the target radar cross section, and u0 5 2H
00 .

For an iceberg of area A and constant surface backscatter coefﬁcient r1, the waveform is obtained by summation of (A5) over A
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An iceberg can be detected if its echo time, t0 (or range) lies within the altimeter analysis window and a
backscatter coefﬁcient is large enough to come out of the thermal noise of the sensor.
The signatures of icebergs in the waveform space (range, along-track coordinate) are parabolas whose shape
is deﬁned by (A2). The automated detection is based on the analysis of the convolution product C between a
ﬁlter F characteristic of an iceberg parabolic signature, and the thermal noise sections of the waveforms.
Cði; jÞ5
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n2 X
X

r0 ði; jÞFði2n; j2mÞ
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where i is the telemetry sample index, n1 and n2 the range of noise bins used, j, the along-track waveform
index, and r0(i,j), the jth waveform. The ﬁlter used has been computed by the waveform model of (A6) for a
C
100 3 100 m2 iceberg. For each waveform, the maximum correlation C(j) and its range imax
ðjÞ, the maximum
r
backscatter rmax(j), and its range imax ðjÞ are determined. A waveform contains an iceberg signature if Cmax(j)
and rmax(j) are larger than given thresholds C1 and r1. For each signature, a maximum of 40 waveforms can
be involved [Tournadre et al., 2008]. If n consecutive waveforms are detected as containing a signature, the
range of the echo, tech, is estimated as
r
tech 5ðttrack 2minðimax
ðjÞ; j51::nÞÞ

(A8)

and the iceberg backscatter, riceb, is estimated as the maximum observed backscatter over the whole signature, i.e.,
riceb 5maxðrmax ðjÞ; j51::nÞ

(A9)

Appendix B: Iceberg Area
The range depends on the distance d from nadir of the iceberg center and on the iceberg’s free-board
elevation h while the iceberg’s backscatter depends on the area, A, the distance from nadir d, the backscattering coefﬁcient of the iceberg surface, rice
0 , which is conditioned by the ice characteristics, the shape
and roughness of the iceberg surface, and the presence of snow or water on the iceberg surface. tech and
riceb are function of four main unknowns, d, A, h, and rice
0 . The iceberg area can be estimated if assumpice
tions are made on the values of two of the remaining unknowns (d, h,rice
0 ). r0 is assumed to be constant
for all icebergs and set at 19 dB [Tournadre et al., 2012]. Following Gladstone et al. [2001] and Romanov
et al. [2012], the free-board elevation for icebergs larger than 200 m is set at 28 m corresponding to a
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mean iceberg thickness of 250 m. Using these assumptions, the signature of square icebergs as a function
of distance from nadir (0–12 km), and area (0.01–9 km2) for each altimeter is computed using the analytical model A6. The range tech 5 f(d,A) and the mean backscatter riceb 5gðd; AÞ are estimated from the modeled waveforms and used to compute an inverse model A5lðtech ; riceb Þ and d5mðtech ; riceb Þ for each
altimeter.

Appendix C: Volume of Ice
The monthly probability of presence P(i,j,t) (t being the month), over a regular polar stereographic or
latitude-longitude grid (i, j) and the mean monthly iceberg area, is computed for each altimeter. P(i,j,t) is
simply the ratio of the number N of icebergs detected within a grid cell by the number Ns of valid altimeter
samples within the same grid cell
Pði; jÞ5Nði; jÞ=Ns ði; jÞ

(C1)

and A(i,j,t) is deﬁned as [Tournadre et al., 2008]
Aði; j; tÞ5
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where ak are the areas of the icebergs detected within the grid cell (i,j) during month t. The total area of the
icebergs detected within a grid cell (i,j) is simply
Nði;j;tÞ
X

Sði; j; tÞ5
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k51

and as the iceberg thickness HT is assumed constant, the detected volume of ice is S(i,j,t)HT.
The detected volume of ice per unit area of grid cell is the ratio of the detected volume of ice to the total
area sampled by the altimeter over month t, i.e., Sði; j; tÞHT =ðASW Ns ði; j; tÞÞ where ASW is the area of an
altimeter effective swath. Assuming that the monthly iceberg distribution within a grid cell is uniform, the
total volume of ice within the grid cell is the product of the volume per unit area by the area of the grid
cell, i.e.,
Vði; j; tÞ5

Sði; j; tÞHT
Dxi Dyj
ASW Ns ði; j; tÞ

(C2)

The altimeter swath for 28 m free-board icebergs ASW is the product of the altimeter along-track resolution
by the range of distance from nadir over which an iceberg can be detected. Using A2, the range of detection of an iceberg is given by

thus,
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where d0 is the mean iceberg length, and t0 and t1 are the time limits of the usable noise range part of the
waveform. The factor 2 accounts for the left-right ambiguity of detection.

Appendix D: Distribution of Iceberg Size
Two models of distributions have been considered for the size distributions. The two-parameter lognormal
distribution fX is deﬁned by
fX ðx; l; rÞ5

ðln x2lÞ2
1
pffiffiffiffiffi e2 2r2 ; x > 0
xr 2p

(D1)

where l and r are the location and scale parameters, respectively. The mean of the distribution is then
r2
deﬁned by el1 2 .
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The power law distribution fX is deﬁned by
fX ðx; aÞ5Cx 2a ; x > xmin

(D2)

a21
with C5 a21
xmin xmin .

It should be noted that if the r parameter is large enough the logarithm of the lognormal density function
appears linear for a large range of value and can be approximated by a power law.
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Abstract. The evolution of the thickness and area of two large southern ocean icebergs, having drifted in open water for more
than a year, is estimated through the combined analysis of altimeter data and visible satellite images. Most of the iceberg
modelling studies uses two main melting formulations that are compared with the observed thickness evolution of our two
icebergs, to test their validity in case of large icebergs. The ﬁrst formulation, based on a ﬂuid dynamics approach, would
5

tend to underestimate basal melt rates, so that using the second one (using a thermodynamic budget consideration) may be
more relevant. Fragmentation is, before melting, the major decay process of large icebergs, yet it is a complex and still poorly
documented mechanism. A correlation analysis between the observed volume loss of our two icebergs and environmental
parameters highlights those most likely to promote fragmentation. Consequently, a bulk model of fragmentation depending on
ocean temperature and iceberg velocity is established and is shown to be able to reproduce well the observed volume variations.

10

Finally, the size distribution of the calved pieces is estimated using both altimeter data and visible images and is found to be
consistent with previous studies as typical of brittle fragmentation processes. These results are valuable to account for a more
realistic representation of the freshwater ﬂux constrained by large icebergs in models.

1

Introduction

According to recent studies (Silva et al., 2006; Tournadre et al., 2015, 2016), most of the total volume of ice (~60%) calved
15

from the Antarctic continent is transported into the Southern Ocean by large icebergs (i.e. >18km in length). However,
their melting accounts for less than 20% of their mass loss, mainly done (80%) through breaking into smaller icebergs
(Tournadre et al., 2016). Large icebergs actually act as a buffer to transport ice away from the Antarctic Coastline into the
ocean interior while fragmentation can be viewed as a diffuse process. It generates plumes of small icebergs that melt far more
efﬁciently than larger ones and whose geographical distribution constrains the freshwater input into the ocean.

20

Global ocean models including iceberg components (Gladstone et al., 2001; Jongma et al., 2009; Martin and Adcroft, 2010;
Marsh et al., 2015; Merino et al., 2016) show very different effects between basal ice-shelf and iceberg melting. Numerical
model runs with and without icebergs show that the inclusion of icebergs in a fully coupled general circulation model (GCM)
results in signiﬁcant changes in the modelled ocean circulation and sea-ice conditions around Antarctica (Jongma et al., 2009;
Martin and Adcroft, 2010; Merino et al., 2016). The transport of ice away from the coast by icebergs and the associated fresh1

water ﬂux cause these changes (Jongma et al., 2009). Although the results of these modelling studies are not always in agreement in terms of ocean circulation or sea ice extent they all highlight the important role that icebergs play in the climate
system, and they also show that models that do not include an iceberg component are effectively introducing systematic biases
(Martin and Adcroft, 2010).
5

However, despite these modelling efforts, the current generation of iceberg models are not yet able to represent the full range
of iceberg sizes observed in nature from growlers ( ≤ 10 m) to “giant” tabular icebergs ( ≥ 10 km).
The iceberg size distribution has also strong impact on both circulation and sea ice as shown by Stern et al. (2016). Furthermore, all current iceberg models fail in accounting for the size transfer of ice induced by fragmentation, as in these models
small icebergs can’t stem from the breaking of bigger ones.

10

The two main decay processes of icebergs, melting and fragmentation, are still quite poorly documented and not fully
represented in numerical models. Although iceberg melting has been widely studied (Huppert and Josberger, 1980; Neshyba,
1980; Hamley and Budd, 1986; Jansen et al., 2007; Jacka and Giles, 2007; Helly et al., 2011), very few validations of melting
law have been published (Jansen et al., 2007), especially for large icebergs. Large uncertainties still remain on the melting laws
to be used in numerical models.

15

The calving of icebergs from glaciers and ice shelves has been quite well studied (e.g (Holdsworth and Glynn, 1978;
Fricker et al., 2002; Benn et al., 2007; MacAyeal et al., 2006; Amundson and Truffer, 2010)) and empirical calving laws have
been proposed (Amundson and Truffer, 2010; Bassis, 2011). However, very few studies have been dedicated to the breaking
of icebergs. (Savage, 2001) analysing Greenland icebergs decay proposed three distinct fragmentation mechanisms. Firstly,
ﬂexural breakups by swell induced vibrations in the frequency range of the iceberg bobbing on water that could cause fatigue

20

and fracture at weak spots (Goodman et al., 1980; Schwerdtfeger, 1980; Wadhams et al., 1983). Secondly, two mechanisms
resulting from wave erosion at the waterline, calving of ice overhangs and buoyant footloose mechanism (Wagner et al., 2014).
(Scambos et al., 2008), using satellite images, ICESat altimeter and ﬁeld measurements analysed the evolution of two Antarctic
icebergs and identiﬁed three styles of calving during the drift : “rift calving” that corresponds to the calving of large daughter
icebergs by fracturing along preexisting ﬂaws, “edge wasting” is the calving of numerous small edge-parallel, sliver shape

25

small icebergs and “rapid disintegration” characterised by the rapid calving of numerous icebergs.
The pieces calved from icebergs drift away from their parent under the action of wind and ocean currents as a function
of size, shape and draft (Savage, 2001). These dispersion can create large plumes of icebergs that can represent a signiﬁcant
contribution to the freshwater ﬂux over vast oceanic regions where no large icebergs are observed (Tournadre et al., 2016). The
size distribution of the calved pieces is essential to analyse and understand the transfer of ice between the different iceberg

30

scales and thus to estimate the freshwater ﬂux. It is also important for modelling purposes. (Savage et al., 2000) using aerial
images and in situ measurements estimated the size distribution of small bergy bits (<20m in length) calved from deteriorating
Greenland icebergs. But at present no study has been published on the size distribution of icebergs calved from large Southern
Ocean icebergs.
Recent progress in satellite altimeter data analysis allow to estimate the small (<3km in length) iceberg distribution and

35

volume as well as the free-board elevation proﬁle and volume of large icebergs (Tournadre et al., 2016). A database of small

2

iceberg location, area and volume from 1992 to present is distributed by CERSAT as well as monthly ﬁelds of probability of
presence, mean area and volume of ice (Tournadre et al., 2016). It is thus now possible to estimate the thickness variation and
thus the melting of large icebergs. A crude estimate of the large iceberg area is also available from the National Ice Center but
it is not precise enough to analyse the area loss by fragmentation. A more precise area analysis can be conducted by analysing
5

satellite images such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro- radiometer (MODIS) ones on the Aqua and Terra satellites
(Scambos et al., 2005).
Two large icebergs, B17a and C19a, that drifted for more than one year in open water (see ﬁgure 1) away from other
large icebergs and that have been very well sampled by altimeters and MODIS have been selected to study the melting and
fragmentation of large southern ocean tabular icebergs. Their free-board evolution, and thus thickness, is estimated from

10

satellite altimeter data while their area/size/shape has been estimated from the analysis of MODIS images. Their area and
thickness evolution is then used to test the validity of the melting models used in iceberg numerical modelling and to analyse
the fragmentation process. The two icebergs were also chosen because they have very different characteristics. While C19a was
one of the largest iceberg on record (>1000 km2 ) that drifted for more than 2 years in the South Paciﬁc, B17a was a relatively
small 200 km2 one drifting in the Weddell Sea. The large plumes of small icebergs generated by the decay of both icebergs can

15

be detected by altimeters and MODIS images. The ALTIBERG database and selected MODIS images can be used to analysed
the size distribution of fragments.
The present paper is organised as follows. The ﬁrst section describes the data used in the study, including the environmental
parameters (such as ocean temperature, current speed, ..) necessary to estimate melting and fragmentation. The second section
presents the evolution of the two selected icebergs. In a third section, the two melting laws widely used in the literature, forced

20

convection and thermal turbulence exchange are confronted to the observed melting of B17a and C19a. The following section
analyses the fragmentation process and proposes a fragmentation law. It also investigates the size distribution of the pieces
calved from the large ones.

2

Data

2.1 Iceberg Data
25

The National Ice Center (NIC) Southern Hemisphere Iceberg database contains the position and size (length and width) estimated by analysis of visible or SAR images of icebergs larger than 10 nautical miles (19 km) along at least one axis. It is updated weekly. Every iceberg is tracked, and when imagery is available, information is updated and posted. The Brigham Young
University Center for Remote Sensing (BYU) Center for Remote Sensing maintains an Antarctic Iceberg Tracking Database
for icebergs larger than 6 km in length (Stuart and Long, 2011). Using six different satellite scatterometer instruments, they

30

produced an iceberg tracking database that includes icebergs identiﬁed in enhanced resolution scatterometer backscatter. The
initial position for each iceberg is located based on a position reported by the NIC or by the sighting of a moving iceberg in a
time series of scatterometer images.

3
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Figure 1. Trajectories of B17a (a) and C19a (b) icebergs. The colorscale represents the time along the trajectory.

In 2007, Tournadre (2007) demonstrated that any target emerging from the sea surface (such as iceberg) can produce a
detectable signature in HR altimeter wave forms. Their method enables to detect icebergs in open ocean only, and to estimate
their area. Due to constrains on the method, only icebergs between 0.1km2 and ~9 km2 can be detected. Nine satellite altimetry
missions have been processed to produce a 1992-present database of small icebergs location (latitude, longitude), area, volume
5

and mean backscatter (Tournadre et al., 2016). The monthly mean probability of presence, area and volume of ice over a regular
polar (100x100 km2 ) or geographical (1o x2o ) grid are also available and are distributed on the CERSAT website.
Altimeters can also be used to measure the free-board elevation proﬁle of large icebergs (McIntyre and Cudlip, 1987;
Tournadre et al., 2015). Combining iceberg tracks from NIC and the archives of three Ku band altimeters, Jason-1, Jason-2
and Envisat, Tournadre et al. (2015) created a database of daily position, free-board proﬁle, length, width, area and volume

10

of all the NIC/BYU large icebergs covering the 2002-2012 period. For example, B17a was sampled by 152 altimeter passes
during its drift and C19a by 258 ones (see ﬁgure 2).
2.2 Visible Images
The weekly estimates of iceberg lengths and widths provided by NIC are manually estimated from satellite images and they
are not accurate enough to precisely compute the iceberg area and its evolution. A careful re-analysis of the MODIS imagery

15

from the Aqua and Terra satellites was thus conducted to precisely estimate the C19a and B17a area until their ﬁnal collapse.
The images have been systematically collocated with the two icebergs using the NIC/BUY track data. It should be noted that
in some areas of high iceberg concentration, especially when B17a reaches the “iceberg alley”, NIC/BYU regularly mistakenly
4
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Figure 2. Sampling of B17a (a) and C19a (b) icebergs by MODIS (green stars) and altimeters (blue circles).

followed another iceberg, or lost its track when it became quite small. More than 1500 images were collocated and selected.
The level 1B calibrated radiances from the two higher resolution (250 m) channels (visible channels 1 and 2 at 645 and 860 nm
frequencies) were used to estimate the iceberg’s characteristics. For each image whose cloud clover and light conditions were
good, a supervised shape analysis was performed. Firstly, a threshold depending on the image light conditions is estimated
5

and used to compute a binary image. The connected components of the binary image are then determined using standard
Matlab© image processing tools and ﬁnally the iceberg’s properties, centroid position, major and minor axis lengths and area
are estimated. On a number of occasions the iceberg’s surface was obscured by clouds but visual estimation was possible
because the image contrast was sufﬁcient to discern edges through clouds. For these instances the iceberg’s edge and shape
were manually estimated. The ﬁnal analysis is based on 286 valid images for B17a, and 503 for C19a. The locations of the

10

MODIS images for B17a and C19a are given in ﬁgure 2 while four examples of iceberg area estimates are given in ﬁgure 3.
The comparison of area for consecutive images shows that the area precision is around 2-3%.
2.3 Ancillary data
Several environmental parameters along the icebergs trajectories are also used in this study. Due to the lack of a better alternative, the sea surface temperature (SST) is used as a proxy of the water temperature. The level-4 satellite analysis product

15

ODYSSEA, distributed by the Group for High-Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST) has been used. It is generated
by merging infrared and microwave sensors and using optimal interpolation to produce daily cloud-free SST ﬁelds at a 10 km
resolution over the globe. The sea ice concentration data are from the CERSAT level-3 daily concentration product, available
on a 12.5 km polar stereographic grid from the SSM/I radiometer observations. The wave height and wave peak frequencies
come from the global Wave Watch3 hindcast products from the IOWAGA project (http://wwz.ifremer.fr/iowaga/). The AVISO

5

Figure 3. Example of B17a (a and b) and C19a (c and d) area estimate using Modis images. The blue lines represent the iceberg perimeter,
the red and green crosses represent the NIC and MODIS iceberg’s positions respectively.

Maps of Absolute Dynamic Topography & absolute geostrophic velocities (MADT) provides a daily multi-mission absolute
geostrophic current on a 0.25 ° regular grid that is used to estimate the current velocities at the iceberg locations.

3

Melting and fragmentation of B17a and C19a

3.1 B17a
5

Iceberg B17a originates from the breaking of giant tabular B17 near Cape Hudson in 2002. It then drifted for 10 years along
the continental slope within the “coastal current”, until it reached the Weddell Sea in summer 2012 (see ﬁgure 1-a). It travelled
within sea ice at a speed ranging from 2 to 12 cm.s−1 , coherent with previous observational studies (Schodlok et al., 2006). It
crossed the Weddell Sea while drifting within sea ice and reached open water in April 2014. It was then caught in the western
branch of the Weddell gyre and drifted north in the Scotia Sea until it grounded, in October 2014, near South Georgia, a common

6

grounding spot for icebergs. It remained there for almost 6 months until it ﬁnally left its trap in March 2015 and drifted back
northward until it ﬁnal demise in early June 2015. B17a was a “medium size” big iceberg, with primary dimensions of 35 x
14 km2 and an estimated free-board of 52 m, resulting in an original volume of 113 km3 and a corresponding mass of ~103
Gt. Before 2014, B17a free-board and area remained almost constant while it drifted within sea ice. After March 2014, B17a
5

started to drift in open water and to melt and break. During its drift in open water, from March 2014 to June 2015, B17a was
sampled by 200 MODIS images and 41 altimeter passes. Figure 4-a presents the satellite free-board and area measurements
as well as the daily interpolated values. During this drift in the Weddell Sea, it experienced different basal melting regimes :
ﬁrstly, while it left the peninsula slope current, with negative SST’s and low drift speeds (see ﬁgure 4-b and -d), it was subject
to an average melt rate of 5.7m.month−1; then it drifted more rapidly within the Scotia Sea and experienced a mean thickness

10

decrease of 15 m.month−1, and ﬁnally it melted at a rate close to 20m.month−1 as it accelerated its drift before its grounding.
As for fragmentation, the area loss is limited (40 km2 in 250 days, i.e. less than 10%) but then accelerates as B17a got trapped
(80 km2 in 70 days). The area loss slows down for the second half of the grounding, only to increase dramatically as B17a is
released and collapses a few days later. This could be related to an embrittlement of the iceberg structure, potentially under the
action of unbalanced buoyancy forces while grounded (Venkatesh, 1986; Wagner et al., 2014).
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The total volume loss, basal melting, breaking are presented in ﬁgure 4-e. These terms are computed from the mean thickness
and area as follow: the basal melting volume loss M is the sum of the products of iceberg surface, S, by the daily variation of
thickness, dT

M (i) = S(i)dT (i)

(1)

and the breaking loss B is the sum of the products of thickness, T , by the daily variation of surface, dS
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B(i) = dS(i)T (i)

(2)

As B17a started to drift in open water its mass varied ﬁrst slowly mainly through melting. Between January 2014 and March
2015, basal melting accounts for more than 60 % of the total volume loss, whereas fragmentation is responsible for 30% of the
loss. However, after November 2014 breaking becomes preponderant as the icebergs started to break up more rapidly.
3.2 C19a
25

Our second iceberg of interest is the giant C19a which is one of the fragments resulting from the splitting of C19, the second
largest tabular iceberg on record. C19a was born offshore Cap Adare (170°E) in 2003 and was originally oblong and narrow,
around 165 km long and 32 km wide with an estimated free-board of ~40 m, i.e. a volume of about 1000 km3 and a mass of 900
Gt. It drifted mainly north eastward for almost 4 years, in sea ice for most of the time, until it ﬁrst entered open ocean in summer
2005 (see ﬁgure 1). It was temporarily re-trapped by the ﬂoes in winter 2006 and eventually left the ice coverage permanently
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in late spring 2007. It drifted then within the Antarctic circumpolar current and eventually close to the polar front and its warm
7

waters until its ﬁnal demise in April 2009 in the Bellingshausen Sea. Before November 2007, C19a experienced very little
change except a very mild melting (not presented in the ﬁgure). Its volume was 880 km3 ( ~790 Gt) in December 2007 when it
entered deﬁnitively the open sea. During its ﬁnal drift, from December 2007 to March 2009, C19a was sampled by 317 MODIS
images and 69 altimeter passes (see ﬁgure 2). The C19a area and free-board are presented in ﬁgure 5 as well as SST, sea state
5

and volume loss.While the volume loss was mainly due to melting before this date, breaking dominated afterwards. Basal
melting only explains 25% of the total volume decrease (see ﬁgure 5-e). It is to be noted that B17 thickness loss was almost
5 times faster than that of C19, the latter experiencing mean basal melt rates ranging from 1 m.month−1 to 3 m.month−1
in most of its drift (and as much as 13 m.month−1in its last month, characterised by very high water temperatures). As for
fragmentation, its main volume loss mechanism (75%), its area loss was ﬁrst mild while it progressed in colder waters (around
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2.6 km2 .day−1 ), and starts to increase as soon as it enters in positive temperature waters with an average loss of 9.5 km2 .day−1
and with dramatic shrinkage of 340 km² and 370 km² lost in 10 days that corresponds to large fragmentation events.

4

Melting models

Apart from fragmentation, the basal melting of iceberg accounts for the largest part of the total mass loss Martin and Adcroft
(2010), Tournadre et al. (2015). Although ﬁrn densiﬁcation (see Appendix) and surface melting can also contribute, it is the
15

main cause of thickness decrease. It can be mainly attributed to the turbulent heat transfer arising from the difference of speed
between the iceberg and surrounding water. Two main approaches have been used to compute the melting rate and to model the
evolution of iceberg and the freshwater ﬂux ( see for example Bigg et al. (1997); Gladstone et al. (2001); Silva et al. (2006);
Jongma et al. (2009); Merino et al. (2016); Jansen et al. (2007)). The ﬁrst one is based on the forced convection formulation
proposed by (Weeks and Campbell, 1973), while the second one uses the thermodynamic formulation of (Hellmer and Olbers,
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1989) and the turbulent exchange velocity at the ice-ocean boundary. The B17a and C19a data sets allow to confront these
two formulations with melting measurements for two icebergs of different shapes and sizes and under different environmental
conditions and to test their validity for large icebergs.
4.1 Forced convection of Weeks and Campbell
The forced convection approach of Weeks and Campbell (1973) is based on the ﬂuid mechanics formulation of heat-transfer

25

coefﬁcient for a fully turbulent ﬂow of ﬂuid over a ﬂat plate. The basal convective melt rate Mb is a function of both temperature
and velocity differences between the iceberg and the ocean. It is expressed (in m.day−1) as (Gladstone et al., 2001; Bigg et al.,
1997):
−
! −
! Tw − Ti
(3)
Mb = 0.58|Vw − Vi |0.8
L0.2
−
!
−
!
with Vw being the current speed (at the base of the iceberg), Vi the iceberg speed, Ti and Tw the iceberg and water temper-
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ature and L the iceberg’s length (longer axis). This expression has been widely used in numerical models (Bigg et al., 1997;
Gladstone et al., 2001; Martin and Adcroft, 2010; Merino et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2017). As water temperature at keel depth
8

is not available, the sea surface temperature (SST) is used as a proxy. The SST for each iceberg is presented in ﬁgures 4 and
5. The ﬁrst unknown quantity in (3), the iceberg’s temperature Ti can be at the time of calving as low as -20◦ C (Diemand,
2001). After a stay in water for sometimes several years, the iceberg’s surface temperature will depend on the ablation rate.
When ablation is limited, i.e. in cold waters, the ice can warm up theoretically up to 0°C, while in warmer waters the rapid
5

disappearance of the outer layers tends to leave colder ice near the surface. The surface ice temperature could thus theoretically
vary from -20◦C to 0◦ C but is commonly taken at -4◦ C (Løset, 1993; Martin and Adcroft, 2010; Gladstone et al., 2001).
The mean daily iceberg speed can be easily estimated from the iceberg track. Numerical ocean circulation model are not
precise enough to provide realistic current speed in this region. The comparison of iceberg velocities and AVISO geostrophic
currents presented in Figures 4 and 5 shows that the iceberg velocity is sometimes signiﬁcantly larger than the AVISO ones.
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They are thus not reliable enough to compute the melt rate. Vw is thus considered as unknown.
The basal melt is computed using Equation 3 for Vw from 0 to 3 m.s−1 by 0.01 steps and Ti from -20 to 2°C by 0.1°C steps.
The positive temperatures are used to test the model’s convergence.
The uncertainties on the different parameters and measurements are too large for a direct comparison of the modelled and
measured daily melt rate. However, it is possible to to test the model validity by comparing the bulk melting rate, i.e. the
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modelled and measured cumulative loss of thickness, Σni=1 Mb (ti ).
As current velocities and iceberg temperature are not constant during the iceberg’s drift, the modelled thickness loss is ﬁtted
by linear regression to the measured one for each time step ti over a ±20-day period to estimate Vw (ti ) and Ti (ti ).

When no SST is available, i.e. when the iceberg is within sea ice for a short period, Tw is ﬁxed to the sea water freezing

temperature.
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The model allows to reproduce extremely well the thickness variations with correlation larger than 99.9% for both B17a and
C19a (see ﬁgures 6-a and 7-a) and mean differences of thickness loss of 3.1 and 0.5 m respectively and maximum differences
less than 8 and 1.5 m. However, the current velocity inferred from the model, presented in Figures 6-b and 7-b, reaches very
high and unrealistic values (> 2 m.s−1 ). Compared to the altimeter geostrophic currents from AVISO the current speed can be
overestimated by more than a factor of 10.

25

The second model parameter Ti (see Figures 6-c and 7-c) varies between -20◦ C and -0.6◦C with a −10.9 ± 7.1◦C mean for

B17a and -9◦ C and 1◦ C with a −10.6 ± 5.8 ◦ C mean for C19a. For C19a, the model sometimes fails to converge to realistic

iceberg temperature, i.e. for Ti < 0◦ C. It happens when the measured melting is weak and SST are positive (for example from
January to May 2007, ﬁgures 7-c and 5-b). The model can reproduce this inhibition by taking down the water/ice temperature
difference to zero resulting in an artiﬁcial increase of the iceberg temperature to positive values . For B17a, the model always
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converges and the lower temperatures (-20◦C) are observed during extremely rapid melting period or during the grounding
period. It could reﬂect the decrease of ice surface temperature during rapid ablation events or an underestimation of the melt
rate.
The large overestimation of current speed indicates that the model tends to generally underestimate the melting rate and that
unrealistically high speeds are necessary to reproduce the observed melting. It also fail to reproduce weak melting events that
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sometimes occurs in positive temperature water. Thus, although the model can reproduce the thickness variations with a high

9

precision, the ﬁtting parameters take values that are too high. If realistic values of current speed and iceberg temperature were
used, the melt rate would be largely underestimated.
4.2 Thermal turbulent exchange of Hellmer and Olbers
The second melt rate formulation is based on thermodynamic and on heat and mass conservation equations. It assumes heat
5

balance at the iceberg-water interface and was originally formulated for estimating ice-shelves melting (Hellmer and Olbers,
1989; Holland and Jenkins, 1999). The turbulent heat exchange is thus consumed by melting and the conductive heat ﬂow
through the ice:

ρw Cpw γT (Tb − Tw ) = ρi LMb − ρi Cpi ∆T Mb

(4)

Thus,
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Mb =

Tb − Tw
ρw Cw γT
ρi
LH − Cpi ∆T

(5)

where Mb is the met rate (in m/s−1 ), LH = 3.34.105 J.kg−1 is the fusion latent heat, Cpw = 4180 J.kg−1 .K−1 and Cpi =
2000 J.kg−1 .K−1 are the heat capacity of seawater and ice, respectively. Tb = −0.0057Sw + 0.0939 − 7.64.10−4Pw is the

freezing temperature at the base of the iceberg, Sw and Pw are the salinity and pressure, ∆T = Ti − Tb represents the temperature gradient within the ice at the iceberg base (Jansen et al., 2007). γT is the thermal turbulent velocity that can be expressed
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as (Kader and Yaglom, 1972)

γT =

u⇤

(6)

2.12 log(u⇤ lν −1 ) + 12.5P r2/3 − 9

where Pr = 13.1 is the molecular Prandtl number of sea water, l = 1 m the mixing length scale, ν = 1.83.10−6 is the water
viscosity, and u⇤ the friction velocity. The latter, which is deﬁned in terms of the shear stress at the ice-ocean boundary, depends
on a dimensionless drag coefﬁcient, or momentum exchange coefﬁcient, CD = 0.0015 and the current velocity in the boundary
20

layer, u ' Vw − Vi , by u⇤2 = CD u2 .
Jansen et al. (2007) modelled the evolution of a large iceberg (A38b) using this formulation for melting. They calibrated
their model using IceSat elevation measurements and found γT ranging from 0.4 10−4 m.s−1 to 1.8 10−4 m.s−1 close to the
1 10−4 m.s−1 proposed by Holland and Jenkins (1999). Silva et al. (2006) who estimated the Southern Ocean freshwater ﬂux
by combining the NIC iceberg data base and a model of iceberg thermodynamics also based on this formulation considered a
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unique and much larger γT of 6. 10−4 m.s−1 .
The basal melt is thus computed using Equation 5 for γT from 0.1 10−5 to 10 10−4 m.s−1 by 0.1 10−5 steps and Ti from
-20 to 2°C by 0.1°C steps. As for forced convection, the model is ﬁtted for each time step over a ±20 day period to estimate
γT (ti ) and Ti (ti ). The current speed is then estimated using Equation 6.
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This model also reproduces extremely well the thickness variations with correlation better than 99.9% for both B17a and
C19a (see Figures 6-b 7-a). The mean differences of thickness is 3.7 and 0.3 m for B17a and C19a respectively and the
maximum difference is 14.1 and 0.8 m. The modelled current velocity (Figures 6-b and 7-b) is always smaller than the forced
convection one except for B17a during the three months (September to November 2014) of very rapid drift and melting.
5

Although it is still signiﬁcantly larger than the AVISO one, especially for B17a, the values are more compatible with the ocean
dynamics in the region (Jansen et al., 2007).
For B17a, γT varies from 0.41 10−4 to 10 10−4 m.s−1 with a (2.9 ± 2.8) 10−4 m.s−1 mean. If the period of very rapid
melting (September to November 2014), during which γT increases up to 10.10−4, is not considered, γT varies only up to
2.5 10−4 m.s−1 with a (1.6 ± 0.92)10−4m.s−1 mean. These values are comparable to those presented by (Jansen et al., 2007)
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for A38b whose size was similar to that of B17a. For C19a, γT has signiﬁcantly lower values ranging from 0.3 10−5 to

1.6 10−4 m.s−1 with (0.34 ± 0.37) 10−4 m.s−1 mean. These values, which correspond to the lower ones found by Jansen et al.
(2007), might reﬂect a different turbulent behaviour for very large iceberg that can modify more signiﬁcantly their environment
especially the ocean circulation (Stern et al., 2016).
The mean iceberg’s temperature is −10.8 ± 5.0◦C for B17a and −10.6 ± 5.8◦C for C19a. It oscillates quite rapidly and
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certainly more erratically than in reality. Although the current velocity can reach quite high values, this melt reate formulation
appears better suited to reproduce the bulk melting of icebergs than forced convection.

5

Fragmentation

As said earlier, fragmentation is the least known and documented decay mechanism of icebergs. It has been suggested that
swell induced vibrations in the frequency range of the iceberg bobbing on water could cause fatigue and fracture at weak
20

spots (Wadhams et al., 1983; Goodman et al., 1980). Small initial cracks within the iceberg are likely to propagate in each
oscillation until they become unstable resulting in the iceberg fracture (Goodman et al., 1980). Jansen et al. (2005) suggested
from model simulations that increasing ocean temperatures along the iceberg drift and enhanced melting cause a rapid ablation
of the warmer basal ice layers while the iceberg core cold temperature remains relatively constant and cold. The resulting large
temperature gradients at the boundaries could be important for possible fracture mechanics during the ﬁnal decay of iceberg.
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5.1 fragmentation law
Like the calving of iceberg from glacier or ice shelves (Bassis, 2011), fragmentation is a stochastic process that makes individual events impossible to forecast. However, the probability an iceberg will calve during a given interval of time can be described
by a probability distribution. This probability distribution depends on environmental conditions that can stimulate or inhibit
the fracturing mechanism (MacAyeal et al., 2006). If the environmental parameters conditioning the probability of fracture can
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be determined, it would thus be possible to propose at least bulk fracturing laws that could be used in numerical models. The
correlation between the relative volume loss (i.e. the a-dimensional loss), dV /V , ﬁltered using a 20 day Gaussian window and
different environmental parameters : SST, current speed, difference of iceberg and current velocities, wave height, wave peak
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frequency, wave energy at the bobbing period; has thus been analysed in detail. The highest correlation is obtained for SST,
with similar values for both icebergs, namely 63% for B17a and 64% for C19a. It is high enough to be statistically signiﬁcant
and to show that SST is certainly one of the main drivers of the fracturing process. SST is followed by the iceberg velocity
which has a mild correlation of 30% for B17a and 28% for C19a showing a potential second order impact. The correlation for
5

all the other parameters, in particular for the sea state parameters, is below 15%. Figure 8, which presents the 20 day-Gaussian
ﬁltered relative surface loss as function of SST, iceberg velocity and wave height conﬁrms the strong impact of the temperature.
The logarithm of the loss clearly increases almost linearly with temperature. The regression gives similar slopes of 1.06±0.04
for B17a and 0.8±0.04 for C19a. There also exist a slight increase of loss with iceberg velocity. The regression slopes are
however very different for B17a (1.8±0.8) and C19a (6.3±0.8). The signiﬁcant wave height has no impact on the loss.
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The cumulative sum of the a-dimensional loss for the two icebergs presented in ﬁgure 9 exhibit very similar behaviour
suggesting that a general fracturing law might exist.
We have decided to investigate this matter by step, by progressively including the dependence to environmental parameters
in a simple model of bulk volume loss depending. Firstly, only on the temperature difference between the ocean and the iceberg
is considered in the model
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Mf r = α exp(β(Tw − Ti ))

(7)

where Mf r is the relative volume loss by fragmentation and α, β are model coefﬁcients. In a ﬁrst step the daily volume
loss is computed for and compared to the observed ones The model best ﬁt presented in ﬁgure 9 (black line) gives similar
results for B17a and C19a: α = 1.9 10−5 and 2.7 10−5, β= 1.3 and 0.91, Ti = -3.4 and -3.7 o C respectively. Although the
correlation between model and measurement is high (96% and 98% respectively), the model does not reproduce very well the
20

ﬁnal iceberg’s decay.
A possible second order contribution of the iceberg velocity is thus taken into account by introducing a second term in the
model in the form:

Mf r = α exp(β(Tw − Ti ))(1 + exp(γVi ))

(8)

The model is ﬁrst ﬁtted by setting the β coefﬁcient to the value found using the simple model. The best ﬁt of the model is
25

presented as a blue line in ﬁgure 9. The ﬁtting parameters have quite similar values for the two icebergs, α = 5 10−6 for both,
γ= 5.3 and 6.2 and Ti = -3.3 and -4 o C respectively. The inclusion of velocity clearly improves the modelling of the ﬁnal decay
and increases the correlation to more than 99.5%.
The possibility of a general law has been further investigated by testing the model with a common β of 1 for both icebergs.
The best ﬁt is presented as green lines. The best ﬁt is only slightly degraded (correlation about 99.2%). The γ and Ti ﬁtting
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parameters slightly vary and are of the same order of magnitude for the two icebergs. Only the α parameter strongly differs
for B17a (3 10−5 ) and C19a (5 10−6 ). This can result from the fact that the variability of iceberg temperature is not taken into
account. Indeed, a change of Ti of ∆T introduces a change of α of exp(−β∆T ).
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A ﬁnal model is tested in the same way as the melting law. The α, β and γ parameters are ﬁxed at 1 10−6 , 1 and 6.5
respectively and the model is ﬁtted at each time step over a ±20 day period to determine the best ﬁt Ti . The model ﬁt the data
with correlation higher than 99.8%. The iceberg temperature varies by less than 2o C and has a mean of −3.7 ± 0.6oC for B17a

and −2.9 ± 0.6oC for C19a (see ﬁgure 10).
5

Other model formulations including wave height, iceberg speed and wave energy at the bobbing period were tested but didn’t
bring any improvement.
5.2 Transfer of volume and distribution of sizes of fragments
The fragmentation of both icebergs generates large plumes of smaller icebergs that drift on their own path and disperse the ice
over large regions of the ocean. The knowledge of the size distribution of the calved pieces is as important as the fragmentation
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law for modelling purposes as the fragments size will condition their drift and melting and ultimately the freshwater ﬂux. The
fragment size distribution is analysed using both the ALTIBERG small icebergs iceberg database and the analysis of three clear
MODIS images that present large plumes of pieces calved from C19a and B17a. Figures 11-a and c present the small icebergs
detected by altimeters in the vicinity (same day and 400 km in space) of B17a and C19a. To restrict as much as possible a
potential inﬂuence of icebergs not calved from the one considered, the analysis of the iceberg size is restricted to the period
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when C19a drifted thousand of kilometres away from any large iceberg. During this period more than 2400 icebergs were
detected. The corresponding size distribution is presented in ﬁgure 13.
The small iceberg detection algorithm used to analyse the MODIS images is similar to those used to estimate the large
iceberg area. Firstly, the cloudy pixels are eliminated by using the difference between channel 1 and 2 radiances. The image
is then binarised using a radiance threshold. A shape analysis is then applied to the binary images to detect and characterise
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the icebergs. The results are then manually validated. Figure 12 presents an example of such a detection for C19a. The full
resolution images are available in the Supplementary Information (Figures S1 to S4). The analysis detected 1057, 817, 1228
and 337 icebergs for the four images respectively. The size distributions for the four images and for the overall mean are given
also in ﬁgure 13. The six distributions are remarkably similar between 0.1 and 5 km2 . The tail of the distributions (i.e. for area
larger than 7 km2 ) is not statistically signiﬁcant because too few icebergs larger than 5-6 km2 were detected.
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The slopes of the distributions have thus been estimated by linear regression for areas between 0.1 and 5km2 . The values
for the four images are -1.49±0.13, 1.63±0.15, -1.41±0.15, -1.44±0.24 respectively and 1.53±0.12 for the overall mean
distribution. The slope of the ALTIBERG iceberg distribution is -1.52±0.07. These values are all close to the -3/2 slope already
presented by (Tournadre et al., 2016) for icebergs from 0.1 to 10000 km2. A -3/2 slope has been shown both experimentally
and theoretically to be representative of brittle fragmentation (Astrom, 2006; Spahn et al., 2014).
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This size distribution represents a statistical view of the fragmentation process over a period of time that can correspond
to several days or weeks. Indeed, it is impossible to determine from satellite image analysis or altimeter detection the exact
calving time of each fragment and it is thus impossible to estimate the exact distribution of the calved pieces at their time
of calving. In the same way as fragmentation is characterised by a probability distribution, the size of the fragment will also
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be characterised by a probability distribution. The size distribution represents the integration over a period of time of this
probability distribution. It can be used to model the transfer of volume calved from the large iceberg to small pieces.
The transfer of volume from the large icebergs to smaller pieces can also be estimated using the small iceberg area data from
the ALTIBERG database. The sum of the detected pieces areas is presented in ﬁgure 11-b and d as well as the large iceberg
5

surface loss by fragmentation. The difference between the two curves can result from, 1) an underestimation of the number of
small icebergs, 2) the total area of pieces larger than ~8 km2 not detected by altimeters. While 1 is difﬁcult to estimate 2 can
be computed, assuming that the pieces distribution follows a power law. Annex B presents the detail of the computation. For
both icebergs, as long as the surface loss is limited, the number of calved pieces is small and the probability for a fragment to
be too large to be detected by altimeter is also small. The total surface of the detected small icebergs represents thus almost all
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the parent iceberg surface loss. As the degradation increases so does the surface loss. The number of calved pieces as well as
the probability of larger pieces calving become signiﬁcantly larger resulting in a larger proportion of the surface loss due to
pieces larger than 8 km2 (thus not detected). The overall proportion of the surface loss due to small icebergs is about 50 % in
good agreement with the power law model of Annex B.

6
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Summary and conclusions

The evolution of the dimensions and shape of two large Antarctic icebergs was estimated by analysing MODIS visible images
and altimeter measurements. These two giant icebergs, named B17a and C19a, were worthy of interest because they have
drifted in open ocean for more than a year, relatively remote from other big icebergs, and were frequently sampled by our
sensors (altimeters and MODIS). Furthermore, the two of them exhibited very different features, whether in terms of size and
shape but also in their drift characteristics. We thus expect their joint studies to be an opportunity to get a more comprehensive
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insight into the two main processes involved in the decay of icebergs, melting and fragmentation.
Basal melting is the main cause of an iceberg’s thickness decrease. We ﬁrst undertook to test/prove the validity of the two
main melting laws used in most numerical modelling studies by monitoring the evolution of the iceberg’s thickness. We have
thus computed an estimated thickness evolution according to each modelling strategy and confronted it to our measurements.
The two melting models differ in their formulation since the ﬁrst one is more dynamic based and the other one results from
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a thermodynamic balance, but both depend primarily on the same two quantities : the iceberg/water differential velocity and
their temperature difference. The two modelling strategies succeed in reproducing the thickness variations of both icebergs
with a high accuracy, but where the ﬁrst one requires very high and unrealistic current velocities or iceberg temperatures, the
second formulation ﬁtting parameters remain within reasonable limits. If realistic current speeds and ice temperatures were to
be used as inputs of the ﬁrst model, it would largely underestimate the icebergs’ thickness decrease, so that the second model
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seems more appropriate to reproduce actual melting rates. Moreover, the appropriate turbulent exchange parameters ﬁtting
the second model are found to be much smaller than used in a previous global modelling study that consequently might have
overestimated the yearly freshwater ﬂux constrained by large icebergs.
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Although the main decay process of icebergs, fragmentation involves complex mechanisms and is still poorly documented.
Due to the stochastic nature of fragmentation, an individual calving event can’t be forecast. Yet, fragmentation can still be studied in terms of a probability distribution of a calving. We chose to carry out a sensitivity study to ﬁnd out which environmental
parameters are more likely to favour fracturing. We thus analysed the correlation between the relative volume loss of an iceberg
5

and some environmental parameters. The highest correlations are found ﬁrstly for the ocean temperature and secondly for the
iceberg velocity, for both B17a and C19a. All other parameters (namely the waves-related quantities) show no signiﬁcant link
with the volume loss. We then formulated two bulk volume loss models : ﬁrstly one that depends only on ocean temperature,
and secondly one that takes into account the inﬂuence of both identiﬁed key parameters. The two formulations are ﬁtted to
our relative volume loss measurements and the best ﬁtting parameters are estimated. Using iceberg velocity along with ocean
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temperature clearly better reproduces the volume loss variations, especially the quicker ones seen near the ﬁnal decays of both
bergs. Moreover, if the variability of the iceberg temperature is taken into account, the model coefﬁcients are in this case quite
similar for the two icebergs.
Finally, we have estimated the size distribution of the fragments calved from B17a and C19a, using MODIS images and
altimetry data. For both icebergs and both methods, the slope of the distribution is close to -3/2, consistent from our previous
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altimetry-based global study and typical of brittle fragmentation processes.
While giant icebergs are not included in the current generation of iceberg models, they transport most of the ice volume in
the Southern Ocean. Furthermore, the impact of icebergs on the ocean in global circulation models strongly depends on their
size distribution. As a consequence, it is believed that the current modelling strategies suffer from a “small icebergs bias”.
To include them in models, we need to make sure that our previous modelling strategies are still suited to large icebergs. We
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also ought to gain more knowledge on how these bigger bergs constrain a size transfer to produce medium to small pieces
via fragmentation. Eventually, these smaller pieces are those that account for the effective fresh water ﬂux in the ocean. On
the one hand, our study has shown that a classical modelling strategy is able to reproduce the basal melting of large icebergs,
provided that relevant parameters are chosen. On the other hand, it has demonstrated that a simple bulk model with appropriate
environmental parameters can be used to account for the effect of the fragmentation of large icebergs, and highlighted the
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consequent size distribution of the pieces. These results could prove valuable to include a more realistic representation of large
icebergs in models. Our analyses could be extended to the cases of more large icebergs, namely to validate our bulk modelling
approaches on a more global scale.
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Appendix A: Firn densification
The process of ﬁrn densiﬁcation is complex and although several models have been developed for ice sheet (Reeh, 2008;
35

Arthern et al., 2010; Li and Zwally, 2011; Ligtenberg et al., 2011), at present, no reliable model exists for icebergs who expe-

18

rienced more variable oceanic and atmospheric conditions. However, the change of free-board induced by ﬁrn densiﬁcation
can be estimated using a simple model. Icebergs density proﬁle can be represented by an exponential proﬁle in the form

ρ(z) = ρi − V eRz
where z is the depth, ρ the density and ρi the density of pure ice (915 kg.m3 ) (West and Demarest, 1987). The V and R
5

model parameters are tuned so that the depths of the 550 and 830 kg.m3 densities correspond to the mean values of the ﬁrn
column on big ice shelves presented by Ligtenberg et al. (2011), i.e. 5 and 45 m respectively. The change of free-board induced
by ﬁrn densiﬁcation is estimated by simple integration of the density proﬁle and by assuming that all the ﬁrn layer densiﬁes
in the same proportion. Figure A1 presents the change of thickness and free-board and thickness for a 450 m thick iceberg as
a function of the proportion of densiﬁcation. The decrease of thickness and free-board is below 4 m and 1 m for a 25% and

10

6.1 m and 2.1 m for a 50% one. These values exceed, although signiﬁcant, are small compared to the change of thickness and
free-board measured during the two icebergs drift that are of the order of 100-200 m and 20-30 m respectively. However, the
ﬁrn densiﬁcation will lead to an overestimation of the iceberg melt rate that could be of the order of 2-5%.

Appendix B: Power law and total area distribution
The fragment size probability follows a power law with a -3/2 slope for sizes between s1 and s2 thus

15

P (s) = α0 s−3/2
where α0 =

(B1)

p
p
p
s0 s1 /(2( s1 − s0 )).

If N0 is the number of calved icebergs of sizes between s3 and s4 , then the distribution of the number N is N (s) =
N0 α0 s−3/2 . The maximum iceberg size slim , i.e. the class for which N (slim ) = 1 is slim = (N0 α0 )2/3 . The proportion of
the total surface represented by the icebergs of sizes between s3 and s4 is thus

20

R(N0 ) =

R s4

N0 α0 s s3/2 ds
3
R sslim
N0 α0 s s3/2 ds
s1

p
p
s4 − s3

=p
p
(N0 α0 )2/3 − s1

(B2)

Figure B1 presents R for s4 from 4 to 9 km2 , s1 = 0.01km2, i.e. the smallest iceberg detectable using MODIS, s3 = 0.1km2 ,
i.e. the detection limit of altimeter, s2 has been set to 40 km2 , size of the largest piece detected on the MODIS images. If a
thousand fragments have been created, icebergs smaller than 6 km2 represents only 60% of the total surface, the ones smaller
than 8 km2 70%. For 2000 fragments, the proportion drops to 50 and 55% respectively.
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Figure 11. Time/longitude trajectory of B17a (a) and C19a (c) and coincident small icebergs detected in its vicinity. The colour represents
the area of the iceberg in log scale. Surface loss by breaking (black lines) and surface of the detected small icebergs (green line) for B17a (b)
and C19a (d).
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Figure 12. Example of fragment detection using a MODIS image (C19a 02/05/2009). The contour of the detected icebergs are represented
in red lines.
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Figure 13. Probability density function of the fragment size detected on MODIS images (red line C19a 02/05/2009, green line C19a
08/15/2008, blue line 08/21/200, magenta line B17a 03/02/2015, black line all images), and detected by altimeter in the vicinity of C19a
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Figure A1. Variation of thickness (green line) and free-board (black line) as a function of the percentage of ﬁrn densiﬁcation for a 450 m
thick iceberg
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Etude de l’impaxt des icebergs Antarctiques sur l’océan Austral
Résumé : La calotte polaire Antarctique conditionne un flux d’eau douce dans l’océan Austral par deux
voies d’égale importance : une injection immédiate et localisée par fonte des plate-formes glaciaires, et une
injection « offshore » et différée par production (« vêlage ») puis fonte d’icebergs. On estime ainsi que les
icebergs, en fondant, pourraient modifier les caractéristiques hydrologiques et biogéochimiques de la
colonne d’eau. Les modèles numériques visant à estimer cet impact présentent des résultats contrastés. Ils
sont limités dans leurs stratégies de représentations des icebergs, notamment parce que les connaissances sur
la distribution spatiale et de taille des icebergs ou encore leurs mécanismes de perte de masse sont réduites.
Une méthode récente exploitant des mesures par altimétrie satellitaire a permis la création d’une base de
données cartographiant la distribution des icebergs Antarctiques avec une couverture spatiale et temporelle
inédite. Notre analyse conjointe entre ces données et des champs de concentration en glace de mer met en
lumière le transport d’eau douce injecté par les icebergs et son impact sur la banquise. On analyse également
les liens entre icebergs de différentes tailles : les gros peuvent être vus comme des réservoirs de volume de
glace, qu’ils diffusent dans tout l’océan en se fragmentant en petits icebergs de différentes tailles. On étudie
alors l’évolution de deux icebergs géants, on propose une première paramétrisation du phénomène de
fracturation et analyse la distribution de taille résultante.
Ces résultats peuvent permettre une représentation plus réaliste du flux d'eau douce conditionné par les
icebergs dans les modèles.
Mots-clés : Antarctique, Calotte polaire, Plate-forme glaciaire, Océan austral, Iceberg, Flux d’eau douce,
Télédétection, Banquise, Fonte, Fragmentation, Fracturation, Distribution de taille

Study of the impact of Antarctic icebergs on the Southern Ocean

Abstract : The Antarctic polar ice cap constrains a freshwater flaux into the Austral Ocean through two
equally important pathways : a localized and immediate injection through the melting of ice-shelves bases,
and a delayed offshore injection through the calving and subsequent melt of icebergs. Some studies reckon
that melting icebergs have the capacity to alter the hydrological and biogeo-chemical characteristics of the
water column. The numerical models trying to evaluate this impact have shown contrasting results. Yet, they
might suffer from a poor representation of the icebergs, namely due to our limited knowledge on both the
spatial and size distributions of the icebergs, or even the processes involved in their mass loss. A new
method using satellite altimetry measurements has lead to the creation of a database mapping antarctic
icebergs distribution with an unprecedented spatial and temporal coverage. Our joint analysis between these
data and sea ice concentration fields highlights a possible transport of the freshwater injected by an iceberg
and its impacts on sea ice.
We also analyze the links between icebergs of different sizes : the large ones can be seen as ice buffers that
diffuse across the whole ocean when breaking into small fragments of various sizes. We finally study the
evolution of two giant icebergs, suggest the first parametrization of the fragmentation process and analyze
the subsequent size distribution of the fragments. These results can be valuable to account in a more realistic
way the fresh water flux constrained by icebergs in models.
Keywords : Antarctica, Ice cap, Ice shelf, Southern Ocean, Iceberg, Freshwater flux, Remote sensing, Sea
ice, Melting, Fragmentation, Fracturing, Size distribution

